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Public Sector Snapshot  

Customers by the Numbers1,2 

 

 

Public sector represented 7.4% of 
electric and 5.3% of overall gas usage 

for PG&E in 20151 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 PG&E program and customer data 

2
 Though not a stand-alone segment, wastewater facility data is split from local government as the energy use profile of these customers 

will differ greatly from the typical administrative office found in local government facilities, necessitating a different approach. 
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A. PG&E’s Public Sector Vision 
PG&E’s long term vision for the public sector is to empower 
customers with the expertise and tools needed to efficiently 
manage their energy use, with a focus on aging and below-code 
facilities. 

Working with public sector customers will be crucial to meeting 
California’s ambitious energy goals. Not only can the public sector 
achieve significant energy savings through its own facilities and 
infrastructure, these customers are also leaders and influencers in 
their communities. In PG&E’s experience, residential, commercial, 
industrial and agricultural customers look to their local 
governments and educational institutions to lead the way.3 By 
providing leadership in their communities, public sector customers 
can drive increased energy efficiency adoption, enabling it to take 
root as a normal course of practice.  

PG&E has defined the public sector in five segments: 

 Local Governments: City and county government buildings 
and infrastructure and wastewater treatment facilities.4 

 State Government: California state government buildings 
and infrastructure. 

 Federal Government: Military bases, federal offices, Native 
American reservations and related infrastructure. 

 K-12: K-12 public school campuses and offices.  

 Higher Education: University of California (UC), California 
State University (CSU) and California Community Colleges 
(CCC) systems. 

While the public sector is diverse, all of these segments can be 
characterized by:  

 Providing basic governmental services,  

 Having formal policy drivers that prioritize energy 
investments,  

 Experiencing complex decision-making processes, 

 Being bound by not just one, but multiple bureaucratic hierarchies, and  

 Committed to serving the common good.5  

Despite similar characteristics, the segments within the public sector are diverse in structure and organization.  
Each segment has a distinct management structure, varied building profiles and inconsistencies in available 
resources (e.g., project planning and management support). These differences inform PG&E’s approach to 
serving the public sector.  

                                                           
3
 Cooper, Rachel. 2013. E Source Market Research: Government and Public Administration Sector Profile and Survey.  

 
5
 “Distinctive Characteristics of Public Sector Organisations and Implications for Leadership”, Northern Leadership Academy, 

Julian Pratt, Diane Plamping, Pat Gordon, February 2007 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.545.123&rep=rep1&type=pdf  

PG&E’s Public Sector Customers in 
Brief 

The public sector is diverse, 
incorporating rural school districts and 
statewide university systems, federal 
military bases and major cities.  

Resources and expertise available within 
each of the segments identified vary 
considerably; in higher education, the 
University of California (UC) places a 
dedicated energy manager on each 
campus and has a comprehensive 
system-wide set of energy efficiency 
resources available, while the California 
State University (CSU) system has fewer 
system-wide resources and on-campus 
expertise varies from campus to 
campus.   

Priorities also vary within sectors . For 
example, while state government 
buildings are mandated to achieve 
certain energy efficiency targets, many 
local governments place a lower priority 
on energy efficiency.  

All of these factors add to the 
complexity of serving public sector 
customers.  

 

  

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.545.123&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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In addition to meeting customer needs, PG&E acknowledges the importance of ensuring program cost-
effectiveness, which means prioritizing persistent, long-term savings and market transformation over short-term 
savings. For example, local government buildings account for the majority of public sector energy consumption, 
but currently only 6% of meters register participation in an energy efficiency program.  Increasing participation 
among the remaining 94% represents an opportunity to achieve long-term savings and is a major goal of this 
business plan. 

PG&E’s Public Sector Goals: 

1. Save XX GWh, XX MW, and XX MM therms with an emphasis on aging facilities. 
2. Increase public sector participation from XX% to XX% over the 10-year period with additional tracking by 

HTR (note definition of HTR is still in flux)  
3. Increase public customers’ ability to meet their own climate change planning targets and state policy 

goals by assisting X% of customers with long-term plans through XXX  
4. Increase operational efficiency by reducing metrics such as the ratio of $/kWh and $/therm saved by 

using third-party programs 
5. Assist California in reaching the California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP) goals of 100% of ZNE 

in new commercial construction and 50% of existing public buildings be ZNE by supporting the public 
sector (which falls within the commercial goal) 

Greater detail on the intervention strategies supporting these goals can be found in Section G: PG&E’s Approach 
to Achieving Goals. 

B. PG&E’s Public Sector Proposal Compared to Prior Program Cycles 

While the public sector is a new concept in terms of how program administrators have traditionally organized 
energy efficiency portfolios, PG&E has served public sector customers for many years through various 
partnerships (e.g., Local Government Partnerships, University of California and California State Universities, and 
the State of California), third party programs (e.g., K-12 schools), and self-directed options of which federal 
government customers typically avail themselves (e.g., statewide custom and deemed offerings) . Formalizing 
the public sector in the energy efficiency portfolio creates an opportunity to work with all of these segments 
holistically.  

To meet the goals defined in its vision, PG&E has identified the following intervention strategies which build 
upon, and strengthen, PG&E’s existing partnerships with public sector customers.  Overall, these strategies 
promote investment in energy efficiency through comprehensive resource support and internal capacity-
building while encouraging the development of ideal conditions that make energy efficiency possible. Each 
strategy is briefly explained in the context of PG&E’s existing offerings, with additional focus on where they 
depart from past practice. Further details can be found in Section G: PG&E’s Approach to Achieving Goals.  

 Strategic partnerships: PG&E’s Local Government partnerships (LGPs) and Institutional partnerships 
(IPs) are the primary channel for serving public sector customers. PG&E will continue to work to 
strengthen these partnerships and expand their benefits to further engage public customers by 
promoting the value of energy efficiency, sharing tailored solutions for a customer’s needs, and 
leveraging cross-agency resources to maximize impact.  For additional information specific to LGPs, see 
Appendix D: Local Government Partnerships Overview. Changes from past practice include: 

 Partnering with select statewide agencies to better align energy efficiency offerings with grant 
or permit approval guidelines 

 Renewed effort between investor owned utilities (IOUs) to ensure statewide consistency across 
LGP and IPs, see Appendix E: Local Government Statewide Consistency for more. 
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 Data access: Accurate and timely data access is important for customers seeking to implement energy 
efficiency projects, especially for public sector customers who face unique decision-making challenges 
and regulatory timelines. In the past, PG&E has faced challenges working with local and state 
governments, community colleges and other public sector customers to ensure access to energy usage 
data for their specific needs. Improving customer data accessibility is a key component of PG&E’s long-
term public sector strategy. Changes from past practice include, but are not limited to: 

o Working with stakeholders and the CPUC to improve data access protocols 

o Promoting accessible data platforms that improve public customers’ understanding of usage, 
savings and potential 

o Offering solutions for public sector customer with campus-style portfolios to easily view and 
manage their usage data 

 Data analytics: Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) data presents a major opportunity for 
strategically targeting high-opportunity projects and providing targeted value propositions on energy 
efficiency opportunities in the public sector. Exploring opportunities for implementers to target public 
sector customers with AMI data will be a major component of PG&E’s future strategy.  

 Technical assistance and tools: Technical assistance and tools have been a key component of PG&E’s 
public sector programs. New and modified technical assistance and tools to better serve the public 
sector include: 

o Job-Order Contracting (JOC) initiative to address the public sector’s procurement challenges 

o Extended Regional Direct-Install (DI)  to serve small and medium public sector facilities, with 
expanded offerings to create a more comprehensive mix of measures  

o Strengthened energy audit offerings  that identify projects integrating behavioral and 
operational opportunities 

o Expanded work with fellowship programs (e.g., Civic Spark, Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) 
Climate Corps) to build long-term internal organizational capacity in energy efficiency 

 Financial Solutions: Rebates, incentives and loans are an important part of offsetting upfront customer 
cost and payback. Offerings like On-Bill Financing (OBF) have been central to providing the resources 
necessary to complete energy efficiency projects in the face of constrained public sector resources. 
However, many public sector projects involve multiple buildings, and loan caps have presented a barrier 
to completing these large scale projects. Changes from past practice in this proposal include: 

o Transitioning from deemed and calculated incentives to meter-based savings and/or pay for 
performance models, as appropriate  

o Evaluating the eligibility criteria of OBF to encourage more comprehensive projects 

o Offering tailored finance bundles, moving away from traditional incentive models, and towards 
loans as the primary means to finance projects 

 Outreach and education to drive energy efficiency projects. PG&E has worked with many local partners 
in the past to co-brand outreach and educational materials. Continuing and expanding those initiatives 
can further engagement within communities outside of traditional partnerships. Changes from past 
practice involve: 
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o Ongoing collaboration with the Statewide Local Government Energy Efficiency Best Practices 
Coordinator (the Statewide Best Practices Coordinator)6 

o Encouraging community participation in demand-side management (DSM) activities by co-
branding outreach 

These intervention strategies will be deployed in three stages, over the near, mid and long-term: 

 In the near term (1-3 years) PG&E will continue and expand existing public sector programs, such as 
fellowship programs like CivicSpark and EDF Climate Corps, the role of the Statewide Best Practices 
Coordinator, and existing project development offerings. Process improvement opportunities, such as 
data access protocols and benchmarking services, are other short term opportunities. Outreach and 
education efforts are also short term opportunities for improvement, especially helping local 
governments and other public sector partners work with residential and commercial customers in their 
local communities.  

 In the mid term (4-7 years) PG&E will continue to integrate changes into existing partnerships, and 
establish new ones. Data offerings, and energy efficiency project review timelines will better align with 
customer timelines and better meet customer needs. PG&E will work to meet the specific needs of each 
segment through a range of offerings, from turnkey direct install offerings to comprehensive, long-term 
project design planning, to meter-based savings approaches and pay-for-performance models. 

 In the long term (8-10 years) Public sector customers will interact seamlessly with PG&E’s energy 
efficiency offerings. Data that identifies energy efficiency opportunities and quantifies energy savings 
will be easily available. Higher education and K-12 schools will have a broad base of information from 
Proposition 39 (Prop 39) pilots to scale up Zero Net Energy (ZNE) across the service territory. All public 
sector customers will have access to a range of offerings to support a transition to ZNE. PG&E will 
continue to support advanced energy management technologies, meter-based savings, pay-for-
performance, and other models to advance progress towards doubling energy efficiency by 2030. 

Key Learnings from Recent EM&V Reports of California’s Public Sector Energy Efficiency Programs 

As the public sector is newly characterized, no evaluation studies or recommendations exist for this sector as a 
whole. However, evaluations do exist for LGPs and Institutional Partnerships. Since their inception in the 2004-
2005 program cycle, LGPs have aimed to generate energy and demand savings in new and existing municipal 
facilities, support municipal actions that meet the California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP) 
objectives, and provide demand-side management outreach and program implementation in their 
communities7. This discussion is based on separate EM&V studies for LGPs8 and Institutional9 Partners within the 
public sector. 

Below are key learnings from recent EM&V studies that provide and understanding of public customers. 

                                                           
6
 The Statewide Best Practices Coordinator position was created by the CPUC D.08-07-021 and the position is jointly funded by the four 

California IOUs. The Statewide Best Practices Coordinator is tasked with developing EE best practice case studies, sharing resources to 
promote best practice adoption among LGs and track progress towards the LG chapter of the California Long-term Energy Efficiency 
Strategic Plan. 
7
 R.09-11-014. Energy Efficiency Policy Manual V5. July 2013. http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/7E3A4773-6D35-4D21-A7A2-

9895C1E04A01/0/energy efficiencyPolicyManualV5forPDF.pdf, Page 7. 
8
 PA Consulting Group, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Summary Report: Process Evaluation of the 2006-2008 Statewide 

Partnership Programs, July 31, 2009. 
9
 Navigant Consulting, for The California Public Utilities Commission, California Investor-Owned Utilities, and Itron, Program Assessments 

Study: Statewide Institutional IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership Programs – WO012, Draft Report, October 9, 2012. 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/7E3A4773-6D35-4D21-A7A2-9895C1E04A01/0/EEPolicyManualV5forPDF.pdf
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/7E3A4773-6D35-4D21-A7A2-9895C1E04A01/0/EEPolicyManualV5forPDF.pdf
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 Statewide Institutional Partners are fairly unique in that they manage large and diverse portfolios of 
building and are usually mandated to provide services that require various long-term planning efforts.10 
Planning activities that could benefit with alignment with EE incentive funding include system-wide and 
campus-level master plans and unique initiatives such as the Governor’s Green Building initiative that 
requires specific EE actions by 2018. 

 The misalignment between program funding cycles and project timelines has been problematic for 
Institutional Partners. IPs have operated on a schedule where projects receiving incentives need to be 
completed by the end of the program funding cycle in order to receive full payment11. 

 More complex projects with design, build, and verification requirements that are more rigorous than the 
simpler types such as lighting retrofits are riskier.12 As project complexity increases there is a growing risk 
that these projects will not be completed within a strictly defined portfolio cycle. 

 LGPs are diverse, making it difficult to evaluate one against the other. Diversity includes type (one city, 
multiple cities, county, regional), longevity (new or longer-established), setting (urban or rural), program 
element (resource, non-resource), and number of IOU partners (one, two, or three IOU partners).13 The 
diversity creates challenges in comparing and sharing results and creates the need to evaluate each LGP 
against its own goals. 

 Project completion by LGPs can be supported through improved communication.14 The technical 
assistance provided by IOUs is helpful in mitigating barriers.15 Assistance needs to also include clear 
guidance and information on the funding process and data requirements.16 

 Financial barriers to completing projects can be addressed with financing options.17 IOUs can facilitate the 
use of instruments such as OBF by educating local governments in their workings and by supporting local 
governments in presenting financing options to decision makers. 

To achieve its vision, PG&E anticipates meeting the following energy savings goals for the following investment, 
as shown in Sections C-D. 

  

                                                           
10

 Navigant Consulting, for The California Public Utilities Commission, California Investor-Owned Utilities, and Itron, Program Assessments 
Study: Statewide Institutional IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership Programs – WO012, Draft Report, October 9, 2012. 
11

 Navigant Consulting, for The California Public Utilities Commission, California Investor-Owned Utilities, and Itron, Program Assessments 
Study: Statewide Institutional IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership Programs – WO012, Draft Report, October 9, 2012., p. 7-1. 
12

 Navigant Consulting, for The California Public Utilities Commission, California Investor-Owned Utilities, and Itron, Program Assessments 
Study: Statewide Institutional IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership Programs – WO012, Draft Report, October 9, 2012., p. 7-1. 
13

 Evergreen Economics and Navigant Consulting, Program Assessment Study: Local Government Partnership Programs – Final Report, for 
Itron, the California Public Utilities Commission and the California Investor-Owned Utilities, July 26, 2013, p. 18. 
14

 Opinion Dynamics Corporation for the California Public Utilities Commission, PY 2013-14 Local Government Partnerships, Value and 
Effectiveness Study Final Report, January 29, 2016, pp. 2-4. 
15

 Research Into Action for the California Public Utilities with Oversight by the California Public Utilities Commission, Draft Report, 
Targeted Process Evaluation of the Local Government Partnership Program, September 30, 2016, pp. I-VII. 
16

 Research Into Action for the California Public Utilities with Oversight by the California Public Utilities Commission, Draft Report, 
Targeted Process Evaluation of the Local Government Partnership Program, September 30, 2016, pp. I-VII. 
17

 Research Into Action for the California Public Utilities with Oversight by the California Public Utilities Commission, Draft Report, 
Targeted Process Evaluation of the Local Government Partnership Program, September 30, 2016, pp. I-VII. 
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C. Sector Level Budget  
Over the 10 year period, PG&E is proposing to spend X dollars to achieve savings of x GWh, x MW, and x MM 
Therms. Potential savings by year are shown in Table 2 and budgets by year are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Annual Public Sector Budgets 

Year Budget % of Portfolio 

2018-2024 TBD TBD 

D. Annual Net Savings from Potential Study 
PG&E aims to achieve net savings goals reported in the 2015 Potential Study (see Table 2 below).  

Table 2. Annual Net Savings from Potential Study 

Year 

Annual Net Goals 

GWh % of Portfolio MW % of Portfolio 
Million 
Therms 

% of Portfolio 

2018 37.9  2.4  .2  

2019 38.7  2.5  .2  

2020 39.5  2.5  .2  

2021 40.2  2.6  .2  

2022 41.0  2.6  .2  

2023 41.8  2.7  .2  

2024 42.6  2.7  .2  

2025 TBD  TBD  TBD  

2026 TBD  TBD  TBD  

2027 TBD  TBD  TBD  

Total 281.7  18  1.4  

     Source:  Navigant Consulting 2015 

 

E. Sector Overview 
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Local Governments at a Glance 

Local governments are 60% of PG&E’s 
public customers and consume 40% of 
the energy in the public sector. PG&E’s 
service territory includes more than 
1,800 local government customers 
across 49 counties and 242 cities.  

LGPs are the primary delivery channel 
supporting cities, counties, and other 
local governments seeking energy 
savings and greenhouse gas emission 
reductions on the community-scale.  
LGPs build on the unique role of local 
governments to achieve deeper energy 
savings in municipal facilities and 
community-wide.  

For more information, see Appendix D: 
Local Government Partnerships 
Overview. 

 

 

Target Audience  

Public sector customers are diverse and demand a comprehensive suite 
of interventions to drive energy efficiency. For example, a local 
government with a small administrative building has a different usage 
profile than a university campus with several research and development 
labs. What’s more, segmenting the public sector is challenging because 
it has historically been embedded within the commercial and industrial 
sectors, making it difficult to identify trends impacting public customers 
in particular.18  

PG&E characterize its public sector customers in terms of segment, size 
(and past participation), and geography.  

Segment Overview:  Segments included within the public sector consist 
of local governments, state governments, federal governments, K-12 
schools, higher education, and other education.19  

The largest consumers of electricity in the public sector are local 
governments (42%), K-12 schools (21%), and higher education (20%). 
The largest consumers of gas are local governments (61%), higher 
education (18%), and K-12 schools (9%). Wastewater (1.8% of usage) 
and Other Ed (1.3% of usage) account for the smallest users. Energy 
usage and savings for each segment are identified in greater detail in 
Appendix C: Customer Data.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Energy Usage by Public Customer Segment20  

                                                           
18

 The 2016 California State Building Decision Maker Study is an ongoing effort initiated by the California Public Utilities Commission that 
aims to profile energy usage and performance of state buildings to identify candidates for ZNE retrofits. For more information, see “PY 
2016 California ZNE State Buildings Decision Maker Study, Draft Work Plan, February 29, 2016.  
19

 Other education is a broad category which includes schools for technical and trade, cosmetology, fine art, and language, as well as 
training facilities for management, driver education, flight, sports training, and exam preparation.  
20

 Though not a stand-alone segment, wastewater facility data is split from local government as the energy use profile of these customers 
will differ greatly from the typical administrative office found in local government facilities, necessitating a different approach. 
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Source: PG&E customer usage data 

PG&E defines customer size based on energy usage. Defining customers based on energy usage enables PG&E to 
tailor solutions based on a customer’s resources and needs. 

While the data shows that large customers accounts (> 500GWh or 250,000 therms) comprise nearly 90% of the 
participants in public sector energy efficiency programs and account for more than 95% of the sector’s electric 
and gas savings, it is important to note that data at the “account” level represents multiple meters and 
premises. The data suggests that campus-style accounts are common in the public sector. 

Figure 2: 2015 Customer Participation and Savings in PG&E’s Energy Efficiency Programs

 

Snapshot of Usage 

Figures 3 and 4 below examine public electricity and gas customers in 2015 by size, usage, number of customers, 
and average usage. Data at the “customer account” level will oftentimes capture numerous smaller facilities and 
can mask the true profile of these customer portfolios. Many local government accounts contain multiple small 
premises with energy efficiency opportunities of their own. 

With that, large local government customer accounts make up 54% of the entire public sector. In second are 
large state government customer accounts, making up 16% of the public sector. Only 8% of all public sector 
customer accounts are small and nearly half of these accounts are segmented in “other education”, a reflection 
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of the fact that this segment includes customers with smaller facilities, such as technical trade schools and exam 
preparation centers. 

While higher education and federal government customers comprise less than 5% of the public sector, they used 
more electricity than any other segment on a kWh per customer and therms per customer basis. For example, 
whereas average usage across all public segments was 82,000 kWh and 25,000 therms per customer, higher 
education customers used more than 700,000 kWh and 56,000 therms per customer. Federal government 
customers used nearly 300,000 kWh and 37,000 therms per customer. These trends largely reflect the fact that 
higher education and federal government customers operate across larger building complexes relative to local 
and state governments.  

Higher education customers also operate as “self-sufficient towns” with facilities such as office buildings, 
restaurants, retail, multi-family dwellings, sports facilities, entertainment complexes, and classrooms that 
supports upwards of 30,000 students.21 Some of these facilities also operate beyond normal business hours, 
resulting in longer periods of electricity usage compared to the other segments.  

Figure 3: 2015 Electric Customers: Snapshot of Usage and Average Usage by Size 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
21

 “Leading Techniques for Energy Savings in Colleges and Universities,” Schneider Electric, January 2007, p. 5 http://www2.schneider-
electric.com/documents/buildings/lleading_techniques_for_energy_savings_in_colleges_and_universities.pdf 

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Totalᵈ

Electricity Usage (GWh)

Local Government 2,557.2   64.3         10.3         0.1              2,631.8        97.2% 2.4% 0.4% 100% 40.2% 1.0% 0.2% 41.4%

Federal Government 512.1       7.5           1.2           (0.0)            520.8           98.3% 1.4% 0.2% 100% 8.1% 0.1% 0.0% 8.2%

State Government 492.1       9.8           1.9           0.0              503.8           97.7% 1.9% 0.4% 7.7% 0.2% 0.0% 7.9%

Wastewater & Treatment 108.8       4.0           0.4           0.0              113.2           96.1% 3.5% 0.4% 100% 1.7% 0.1% 0.0% 1.8%

K-12 Schools 1,183.5   92.5         5.8           0.0              1,281.8        92.3% 7.2% 0.4% 100% 18.6% 1.5% 0.1% 20.2%

Higher Education 1,211.2   10.0         0.8           (0.3)            1,221.7        99.1% 0.8% 0.1% 100% 19.1% 0.2% 0.0% 19.2%

Other Education 36.4         28.3         20.0         0.0              84.7              42.9% 33.4% 23.6% 100% 0.6% 0.4% 0.3% 1.3%

Total 6,101.2   216.4       40.3         (0.21)          6,357.8        96% 3% 1% 100% 96.0% 3.4% 0.6% 100.0%

Customers (Number of customers)

Local Government 41,591    2,596       1,655       21               45,863         90.7% 5.7% 3.6% 100% 54.2% 3.4% 2.2% 59.7%

Federal Government 1,353       279          136          12               1,780           76.0% 15.7% 7.6% 99% 1.8% 0.4% 0.2% 2.3%

State Government 12,624    517          287          3                 13,431         94.0% 3.8% 2.1% 100% 16.4% 0.7% 0.4% 17.5%

Wastewater & Treatment 556          152          66             1                 775               71.7% 19.6% 8.5% 100% 0.7% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0%

K-12 Schools 6,655       1,767       593          12               9,027           73.7% 19.6% 6.6% 100% 8.7% 2.3% 0.8% 11.7%

Higher Education 1,421       209          82             1                 1,713           83.0% 12.2% 4.8% 100% 1.9% 0.3% 0.1% 2.2%

Other Education 183          731          3,182       66               4,162           4.4% 17.6% 76.5% 98% 0.2% 1.0% 4.1% 5.3%

Total 64,383    6,251       6,001       116             76,751         84% 8% 8% 100% 83.9% 8.1% 7.8% 99.8%

Average Usage (kWh per customer)

Local Government 61,483    24,763    6,205       2,450         57,383         

Federal Government 378,481  26,926    8,971       (3,328)       292,572       

State Government 38,981    18,955    6,674       0                 37,511         

Wastewater & Treatment 195,758  26,230    6,149       14,256       146,127       

K-12 Schools 177,840  52,372    9,705       1,408         142,000       

Higher Education 852,334  48,047    9,182       (294,974)   713,174       

Other Education 198,714  38,675    6,292       698             20,351         

Average 94,765    34,625    6,722       (1,778)       82,837         

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Other Education is a broad category which includes schools for technical and trade, cosmetology, fine art, and language; and training facil ities for management, driver education, 

fl ight, sports training, exam preparation

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of SectorᶜPercent of Segmentᶜ
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Figure 4: 2015 Gas Customers: Snapshot of Usage and Average Usage by Size 

 

  

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Totalᵈ

Gas Usage (MM Therms)

Local Government 254.4           2.7           0.2           0.0            257.3           98.9% 1.1% 0.1% 100% 57.7% 0.6% 0.1% 58.3%

Federal Government 22.6             0.7           0.1           0.0            23.4              96.6% 3.2% 0.3% 100% 5.1% 0.2% 0.0% 5.3%

State Government 24.5             1.0           0.0           -            25.5              96.0% 3.9% 0.2% 100% 5.6% 0.2% 0.0% 5.8%

Wastewater & Treatment 16.3             0.1           0.0           -            16.3              99.6% 0.3% 0.0% 100% 3.7% 0.0% 0.0% 3.7%

K-12 Schools 33.5             4.3           0.8           0.0            38.7              86.7% 11.2% 2.1% 100% 7.6% 1.0% 0.2% 8.8%

Higher Education 76.4             1.4           0.1           0.0            77.9              98.1% 1.8% 0.1% 100% 17.3% 0.3% 0.0% 17.7%

Other Educationᵉ 0.6                0.9           0.4           0.0            1.9                31.2% 45.4% 23.2% 100% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.4%

Total 428.3           11.1         1.7           0.01          441.1           97% 3% 0% 100% 97.1% 2.5% 0.4% 100.0%

Customers (Number of customers)

Local Government 5,224           741          353          3                6,321           82.6% 11.7% 5.6% 100% 30.7% 4.3% 2.1% 37.1%

Federal Government 485               118          34             1                638               76.0% 18.5% 5.3% 100% 2.8% 0.7% 0.2% 3.7%

State Government 733               91             34             -            858               85.4% 10.6% 4.0% 100% 4.3% 0.5% 0.2% 5.0%

Wastewater & Treatment 63                 9               12             -            84                 75.0% 10.7% 14.3% 100% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% 0.5%

K-12 Schools 4,012           919          480          2                5,413           74.1% 17.0% 8.9% 100% 23.5% 5.4% 2.8% 31.8%

Higher Education 1,167           154          68             1                1,390           84.0% 11.1% 4.9% 100% 6.8% 0.9% 0.4% 8.2%

Other Education 101               387          1,817       33              2,338           4.3% 16.6% 77.7% 99% 0.6% 2.3% 10.7% 13.5%

Total 11,785         2,419       2,798       40              17,042         69% 14% 16% 100% 69.2% 14.2% 16.4% 99.8%

Average Usage (Therms per customer)

Local Government 48,691         3,647       703          13              40,707         

Federal Government 46,672         6,300       1,766       217           36,739         

State Government 33,423         10,827    1,194       -            29,749         

Wastewater & Treatment 258,382      6,116       601          -            194,528       

K-12 Schools 8,361           4,700       1,719       45              7,147           

Higher Education 65,472         9,097       1,616       2,065        56,057         

Other Education 5,959           2,258       246          81              824               

Average 36,345         4,581       621          127           25,886         

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Other Education is a broad category which includes schools for technical and trade, cosmetology, fine art, and language; and training facil ities for management, driver education, fl ight, 

sports training, exam preparation

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Proposition 39 

In 2012, the California Clean Energy Jobs 
Act (Prop 39) changed the corporate 
income tax code and allocates projected 
revenue to California's General Fund and 
the Clean Energy Job Creation Fund. Up 
to $550 million annually is available for 
appropriation by the Legislature for 
eligible projects to improve energy 
efficiency and expand clean energy 
generation in educational agencies. 
Eligible local educational agencies include 
county offices of education, school 
districts, charter schools and state special 
schools.  

The IOUs launched a  “Prop 39 ZNE 
Schools Pilot” to assist schools in 
retrofitting existing facilities to ZNE by 
leveraging Prop 39 funding. The Pilot will 
establish “proof of concept” that ZNE 
retrofits of schools is feasible across 
California. PG&E is moving forward with 
seven pilot projects across its service 
territory. Additionally, PG&E and other 
IOUs will disseminate learnings, 
processes and materials germane to ZNE 
to the many stakeholders in the 
California schools community. These 
efforts would involve training classes and 
webinars, publications, design guides and 
recognition events.  

The pilots will examine the feasibility of a 
larger-scale program for future years, 
addressing ZNE needs in schools. 

 

Segment Participation 

Figure 5: 2015 Participation in Public Energy Efficiency 
Programs by Segment (below) displays 2015 participation 
rates in public energy efficiency programs by segment. 
Although two-thirds of public sector customers are either 
local or state governments, participation rates are 2% and less 
than 1%, respectively.  

The highest participation rates are in K-12 schools (8%) and 
higher education (7.8%).  

Prop 39 is a key driver of higher participation rates in energy 
efficiency programs for K-12 and California Community 
Colleges. Higher education customers are also more likely to 
participate in energy efficiency programs due to their 
leadership in achieving climate goals, such as the UC Carbon 
Neutrality Initiative, which commits UCs to net zero 
greenhouse gases emissions from its buildings and vehicle 
fleet by 2025.22 

 

Figure 5: 2015 Participation in Public Energy Efficiency 
Programs by Segment 

 
 

 

                                                           
22

 http://www.ucop.edu/initiatives/carbon-neutrality-initiative.html 
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Geography: PG&E’s public sector customers are located predominantly either in the Central Valley (54% electric 
and 50% gas customers) or Coastal (45% electric and 49% gas customers) regions. Figure 6 below provides a 
detailed breakdown of the geography of PG&E’s public sector customer base by number of customers, usage, 
energy efficiency program participants, and savings. While the number of customers, usage, and participation 
are approximately a 50-50 split between the Central Valley and Coastal regions, 60% of gas savings are achieved 
from Coastal customers.  

Figure 6: Customer Usage and Program Participation by Climate Zone 

 

In addition to analyzing residential customers’ energy usage at the climate zone level, PG&E also uses data 
analytics to identify which counties consume and save the most energy. Figure X provides an overview of electric 
and gas usage and savings at the county level. Please see Appendix X: Customer Data for more detailed maps 
that display usage and savings by segment (e.g. retail, offices, high tech, etc.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Central 

Valleyᵇ Coastalᶜ Mountainᵈ Total

Central 

Valley Coastal Mountain Total

 Customers

Electric 40,834       34,665     1,252         76,751       53% 45% 2% 100%

Gas 8,535         8,360       147             17,042       50% 49% 1% 100%

Usage

Electric (GWh) 2,947         3,359       51               6,358         46% 53% 1% 100%

Gas (MM Therms) 194             241           6                 441             44% 55% 1% 100%

Participants

Electric 930             945           12               1,887         49% 50% 1% 100%

Gas 522             606           11               1,139         46% 53% 1% 100%

Savings

Electric (GWh) 36.8 37.8 0.9 75.5           49% 50% 1% 100%

Gas (MM Therms) 0.76 1.26 0.01 2.0              37% 62% 0.4% 100%

Notes: ᵃ Climate Regions are aggregates of Climate Zones (Z01-Z16). There are 16 zones but not all  are in PG&E's territory.

ᵇ Central Valley includes: Z11 - Z13

ᶜ Coastal includes: Z01 - Z09

ᵈ Mountain includes: Z14 - Z16

Customer By Climate Regionᵃ Percent of Sector
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Figure 7: 2015 Public Sector Energy Consumption and Savings by County 

 

Electricity usage by county was dominated by Santa Clara, Alameda and Fresno counties. This is reflected in the 
level of savings for each of those counties, with Santa Clara and Alameda reflecting a higher level of energy 
savings. Gas usage was led by Santa Clara County, which also achieved the highest level of savings.  

Energy Efficiency Potential  

Figure 8 below identifies energy savings potential by end use based on the California End Use Survey (CEUS). 
This data is grouped by the broad market segments of education (K-12 schools, higher education, and other 
education) and government (local, state, and federal).  

Overall, nearly 60% of electric savings potential lies in the government segment, compared to 40% in the 
education segment. The end uses with the greatest electric savings potential are lighting (50% of total electric 
savings potential) and HVAC (29% of total electric savings potential). Within lighting, there is more than double 
the electric savings potential among government customers compared to education customers.  

Nearly 60% of potential gas savings are in schools, compared to 40% in government. The end uses with the 
greatest savings potential for both segments are lighting (48%) and boilers & steam (26%). In addition, school 
appliances comprise more than 10% of total gas savings potential.  
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Figure 8 – Public Sector Energy Savings by Segment and End Use, 2013-2015  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2014. 2013 California Energy Efficiency Potential and Goals Study. Final Report. February 
14, 2014. 

 

F. Public Market Trends and Challenges 

Local Government  

 Mayors believe energy efficiency plays a leading role in saving taxpayer money, reducing emissions, and 
developing their economies. Three in ten mayors surveyed at the 2014 U.S. Conference of Mayors 
identified LED and other energy-efficient lighting measures as the energy technology receiving top 
priority within the next two years.23 86% recognized retrofitting city-owned buildings as the top priority 
for improving the efficiency of buildings in their cities.  

 Local governments believe implementing energy efficiency measures in their buildings and operations 
demonstrates leadership within their communities. For example, improving the efficiency of taxpayer-
funded facilities such as city halls and public libraries both reassures residents their tax dollars are being 
utilized wisely and showcases the application of energy efficiency technologies.24 

o California’s Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action Plan reinforces the leadership role played 
by local governments due to the fact that local governments may “facilitate more energy 
efficiency upgrades, demonstrate leadership by accomplishing deep energy retrofits in 
government buildings, and become the resource for businesses, home owners, property 
managers, and other decision makers looking for energy and water efficiency solutions.”25 

                                                           
23

 “Energy Efficiency and Technology in America’s Cities,” Mayors Climate Protection Center, January 2014, p. 1,3, 8. 
http://usmayors.org/pressreleases/uploads/2014/0122-report-energyefficiency.pdf 
24

 “Energy Efficiency in Local Government Operations,” Environmental Protection Agency, 2011, p. 2. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/ee_municipal_operations.pdf 
25

 “California Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action Plan,” California Energy Commission, p. 19. 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/2015publications/CEC-400-2015-013/CEC-400-2015-013-D.pdf 
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 California government and education sector customers have developed Climate Action Plans that set 
greenhouse gas reduction targets and include strategies, many of which include energy efficiency, 
demand reduction and other distributed energy resource investments.26 

State Government  

 California’s Executive Order B-18-1227 establishes ambitious energy goals that “serve to lead the nation 
and the world in climate change mitigation.”28 This includes:  

o Reducing grid-based electricity purchases for state-owned buildings by 20% by 2018 

o 50% of new state buildings designed after 2020 will be constructed as ZNE 

o All new state buildings designed after 2025 will be constructed as ZNE 

o 50% of existing state-owned buildings will be ZNE by 2025 

 The DGS is the contracting arm for approximately 200 departments across 32 state agencies. However, 
there are at least 10 agencies, such as the Judicial Council of California, that have their own contracting 
authority, resulting in missed opportunities with those agency buildings.29  

o The California Department of General Services (DGS) is spearheading efficiency improvements in 
state buildings. Nearly 18 million square feet and 142 state buildings were LEED certified as of 
2015, equal to approximately 14% of the entire state building portfolio.30 

 State agencies are saddled with funding and resource challenges, as well as a lengthy and 
comprehensive public accountability process. State agencies require diverse finance options to facilitate 
energy efficiency project execution.31 

Federal Government  

 The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT) and Executive Order 13423 require federal agencies to reduce 
their energy consumption by 30% by 2015 based on a 2003 baseline.32 These policies also establish 
additional goals for water conservation, energy management, and renewable energy use. According to 
the US Department of Energy (DOE), the federal sector will need to invest at least $4 billion in public and 
private funds to achieve these ambitious goals. Like many others in the public sector, the federal 
government continues to face budget constraints, at the same time they seek to meet requirements to 
reduce energy and water consumption.33  

 President Obama signed Executive Order 13693 in March 2015, which requires federal buildings to 
reduce energy usage by 2.5% annually between 2015 and 2025.34 The executive order directs 
implementation of specific efficiency measures such as using remote building energy performance 

                                                           
26

 “California Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action Plan,” California Energy Commission, p. 19. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/2015publications/CEC-400-2015-013/CEC-400-2015-013-D.pdf 
27

 “Executive Order B-18-12,” Office Of Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr., April 25, 2012, https://www.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=17508 
28

 Business Plan Comments, September 27, 2016 “State of California Partnership With IOUs.” p.1. 
29

 Navigant. Analysis to Update Energy Efficiency Potential, Goals and Targets for 2013 and Beyond. Prepared for the California Public 
Utilities Commission. 
30

 Burgoyne, Dan “State of California Buildings Focus on Water, Energy, Environment, Performance,” Green Building Information 
Gateway, http://insight.gbig.org/state-of-california-buildings-focus-on-water-energy-environment-performance/ 
31

 Business Plan Comments, September 27, 2016 “State of California Partnership With IOUs.” p.1. 
32

 “Executive Order 13423—Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management,” United States Government 
Publishing Office, January 26, 2007, p. 3919, https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2007-01-26/pdf/07-374.pdf 
33

 Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) Fact Sheet. p.1. http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy07osti/41916.pdf  
34

 “Executive Order—Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade,” The White House, March 19, 2015, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/03/19/executive-order-planning-federal-sustainability-next-decade 

http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy07osti/41916.pdf
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assessment auditing technology, incorporating Green Button data access into reporting and data 
analytics processes, and targeting energy efficiency at federal data centers. 

 Section 433 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 requires new federal buildings to be 
carbon neutral by 2030.35 However, implementation of this legislation has lagged due to concerns over 
the feasibility of implementation.36  

K-12 

 Among the competing priorities for the public sector is the need to retrofit and modernize the existing 
building stock.  For example, over two-thirds of public school buildings were built over 25 years ago.37 

 The fiscal year (FY) 2016-2017 state budget appropriates $398.8 million in Prop 39 funds for local 
educational agencies to improve energy efficiency and spur clean job creation.38 This represents more 
than a 25% increase from the 2015-2016 budget. 

o As of October 2016, the estimated annual energy cost savings from Prop 39 projects is nearly 
$60 million. This is equivalent to over 200 million pounds of carbon dioxide emissions avoided 
annually.39 

o The most popular energy efficiency measures funded by Prop 39 as of October 2016 are lighting 
(48%), HVAC (16%), lighting controls (11%), and HVAC controls (10%).40   

o The number of measures approved as part of Prop 39 increased from 2,250 in FY 2013-2014 to 
5,560 in FY 2014-2015 and 5,922 in FY 2015-2016.41  

o However, staff bandwidth constraints and limited planning and implementation support inhibit 
even greater project implementation.42 

Higher Education 

 The University of California’s (UC) revenue have not kept pace with enrollment growth and other rising 
costs, spending less per student than it did twelve years ago.43 Amidst budget constraints, UC 
announced the Carbon Neutrality Initiative in 2013, which commits UC to emitting net zero greenhouse 
gases from its buildings and vehicle fleet by 2025.44  

 California State University (CSU) is the largest public university system in the state. CSU looks 
continuously for ways to reduce costs and find efficiencies.45 In fact, CSU energy efficiency projects have 
avoided $16 million in annual costs, and the University continues to pursue high-efficiency energy 

                                                           
35

 “Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007,” United States Government Publishing Office, January 4, 2007, Section 433, p. 121. 
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-110hr6enr/pdf/BILLS-110hr6enr.pdf 
36

 Dotson, Greg and Erin Auel, “The Buildings of Tomorrow Are Here Today,” Center for American Progress, April 30, 2015 
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/green/report/2015/04/30/112212/the-buildings-of-tomorrow-are-here-today/ 
37

 Ed-Data. 2014. School Facilities in California. Retrieved form https://www.ed-data.k12.ca.us/Pages/School-Facilities-in-California.aspx 
38

 “Proposition 39 – California Clean Energy Jobs Act,” California Department of Education, 
http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/fo/profile.asp?id=3898 
39

 “Proposition 39 K-12 Snapshot,” California Energy Commission, Accessed October 5, 2016, 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/efficiency/proposition39/ 
40

 “Proposition 39 K-12 Snapshot,” California Energy Commission, Accessed October 5, 2016, 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/efficiency/proposition39/ 
41

 “Proposition 39 K-12 Snapshot,” California Energy Commission, Accessed October 5, 2016, 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/efficiency/proposition39/ 
42

 Flanigan, Ted “Proposition 39 is Succeeding…Just Wait and See,” Climate Resolve, September 8, 2015, 
http://climateresolve.org/proposition-39-is-succeeding-just-wait-and-see/ 
43

 http://universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/uc-revenue-and-enrollment-trends 
44

 http://universityofcalifornia.edu/initiative/carbon-neutrality-initiative/our-commitment 
45

 The California State University 2016-2017 Support Budget p.3.  
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projects.46  Many CSU campuses are experiencing record levels of enrollments, so energy efficiency will 
continue to play a key role in operating cost effectively.47 CSU also has a backlog of urgent facilities 
maintenance and utilities infrastructure needs.48 

 The California Community College System (CCC) is the largest higher education system in the United 
States with more than 2.1 million students across 113 campuses.49  

Driven largely by these trends, public customers face five key barriers to participation in energy efficiency 
programs. PG&E’s five intervention strategies seek to overcome these barriers for the public sector, as shown in 
Table 3 and explained in greater detail in Section G: PG&E’s Approach to Achieving Goals.  

Table 3: Public Sector Barriers to Energy Efficiency Program Participation  

 

G. PG&E’s Approach to Achieving Goals 

Strategic Interventions: Overview 

As California’s public sector changes and the energy efficiency technological and policy landscape evolves, PG&E 
has identified six strategic interventions based on past strategies.  

These interventions strategies are: 

 Strategic Partnerships engage public customers through LGPs and institutional partnerships to maximize 
outreach, share technical expertise, and leverage cross-agency energy efficiency resources to broaden 
impact. 

 Data Access emphasizes the need to ensure customers have access to data and can understand their 
data. As important is the ability to share data with implementers and have access to community-wide 
data to meet their climate planning goals. 

                                                           
46

 The California State University 2016-2017 Support Budget, p.3. 
47

 The California State University 2016-2017 Support Budget, p.12 
48

 The California State University 2016-2017 Support Budget, p.21 
49

 “California Community Colleges Key Facts,” California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, 
http://californiacommunitycolleges.cccco.edu/PolicyInAction/KeyFacts.aspx 
50

 Integrated Energy Policy Report, p. 21-22 
51

 Integrated Energy Policy Report, p. 21 

Barriers for the Public Sector Public Sector Intervention Strategies 

 Energy savings are misaligned with most public 
customers’ motivations and processes  

 Strategic partnerships 

 Customers lack access to data to identify 
energy savings potential and track progress 
towards goals50  

 Data access 

 AMI data unexplored opportunity for targeting 
of energy efficiency projects.  

 Data analytics 

 Customers lack the internal expertise to meet 
climate planning targets and State policy goals 

 Technical assistance and tools  

 Customers have limited financial resources to 
devote to energy efficiency projects51 

 Financial solutions 

 Lack of understanding of the value of energy 
efficiency to take action  

 Outreach and education  
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 Data Analytics allows PG&E to use data to support energy efficiency efforts and maximize the savings 
from each project. 

 Technical Assistance and Tools such that public sector customers have the assistance they need in the 
short-term to take action. Connecting customers with bundled solutions that make economic sense for 
their segment, helping them navigate the complexity of regulations, and integrating energy efficiency 
offerings into day-to-day operations are all important components of this intervention strategy.  

 Financial Solutions such that more customers take energy efficiency actions and have access to viable 
financing. 

 Outreach and Education promotes greater market awareness about the value of energy efficiency and 
engagement of communities in energy efficiency outside of traditional programs broadens. 

The next section provides further detail on the selected intervention strategies and exploratory tactics. Before 
proceeding with implementation, PG&E will expose each tactic described to a rigorous internal development 
process to assess its relative viability and cost effectiveness.  New tactics represent targeted or innovative steps 
forward to address a specific need while modified tactics are those where deficiencies or gaps in service have 
been identified and thus are being modified to ensure relevance and achieve better results.  

 

Intervention 1 – Strategic Partnerships  

Strategic partnerships play a critical role in maximizing outreach to promote the benefits of energy efficiency, 
sharing technical expertise to provide tailored solutions for a customer’s needs, and leveraging cross-agency 
resources to maximize impact. To date, LGPs and Institutional Partnerships have provided the best examples of 
highly effective strategic partnerships. Another example is Prop 39 implementation, which is founded on close 
coordination among IOUs, state agencies, educational customers, and other public sector stakeholders.  

Partnerships can support project development within the public sector by acting as an extension of PG&E’s 
customer service representatives, field engineers and marketing. Partnerships have in-depth knowledge of 
PG&E’s offerings, as well as connections and knowledge of the communities which they serve. Partnerships are 
act as liaisons between public sector decision-makers and energy efficiency program implementers.  

PG&E will continue to support existing strategic partnerships in the short-term to promote energy efficiency 
among its public customers. In the mid-term, PG&E will explore expanding existing and creating new strategic 
partnerships to achieve greater participation in energy efficiency programs and drive deeper savings 
achievement. Ultimately, engaging public customers through strategic partnerships enables them to take action 
while demonstrating leadership that inspires their constituents to pursue their own energy efficiency projects.52 

Success in this strategy can be primarily measured by an increase in energy saving actions, both inside and 
outside of traditional program models. 

 

 

Table 4. Intervention 1: Strategic Partnerships 

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers  Example Tactics 
Existing, 

Modified, 
or New 

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-

                                                           
52

 Integrated Energy Policy Report, p. 21 
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term 

Strategic 
Partnerships to 
maximize 
outreach, share 
technical 
expertise, and 
leverage cross-
agency resources 

 
 

Energy savings are 
misaligned with most 
public customers’ 
motivations and 
processes 

 Lack of 
community 
champions and 
advocates 

 Lack of hyper-local 
community 
knowledge 

 

Continue coordinating Prop 39 
activities across state agencies and 
other IOUs53 

E S 

Continue cooperation with CCAs 
implementing energy efficiency 
programs  

M S 

Partner with statewide agencies to 
align energy efficiency offerings 
with grant or permit approval 
guidelines 

N M 

Expand existing partnerships to 
include new strategic partners (e.g., 
Judicial Council of California) and 
create new partnerships as needed 
to realize savings potential in public 
sector buildings 

N M 

Partners: All Public Sector Customers, ACEEE, BayREN, Marin Clean Energy, Statewide Energy Efficiency 
Collaborative (SEEC) 

 

A recent draft evaluation report finds LGPs benefit from cross-partnership collaboration.54 As a result, the report 
recommends the IOUs and the CPUC facilitate integrating non-collaborating local partners into existing 
collaborations. It is possible that the IOUs and CPUC have a view of partnership needs and activities that would 
allow recognition and communication of opportunities. The report also recommends that IOU program 
managers encourage increased partnering and establish the necessary connections among local partners, with 
the local partners being allowed to decide what networks to participate in so as to select the most pertinent 
one. 

Intervention 2 – Data Access 

A 2015 needs assessment conducted by PG&E identified “PG&E has an opportunity to increase communication 
regarding available data” and that “more training is needed for local governments to know how to request 
customized data.”55 Improving access to customer data will enable customers to better understand their usage 
patterns, identify the need for savings opportunities, and enable implementers to provide the right solution at 
the right time.  

In the short-term, PG&E will continue to work with stakeholders and the CPUC to streamline data access 
protocols to ensure public customers are able to analyze their usage in a straightforward and timely manner. 
PG&E will also continue to use its marketing, education, and outreach (ME&O) resources to drive customers to 
existing data sharing platforms such as Share My Data to provide them with tailored energy solutions.  

                                                           
53

 Zuckerman, Julia, Jeff Deason, and Elinor Benami, “Targeting Proposition 39 to Help California’s Schools Save Energy and Money,” 
Climate Policy Initiative, p. 3, http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Targeting-Proposition-39-to-Help-
California%E2%80%99s-Schools-Save-Energy-and-Money.pdf 
54

 “Draft Targeted Process Evaluation of the Local Government Partnership Program,” Research into Action, September 13, 2016, p. 2. 
55

 “Local Government Energy Data Needs Assessment PG&E Government and Community Partnerships,” 
https://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/mybusiness/environment/whatyoucando/greencommunities/LocalGovt_EnergyDataNeedsAss
essment.pdf 
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In the mid-term, PG&E will assist public customers’ climate planning by incorporating avoided GHG emissions as 
a result of energy efficiency measures into data reporting. In addition, PG&E will use improved benchmarking 
and data disclosure practices, per AB 802, to aggregate usage across multiple meters and report to public 
customers in a single dashboard. Data aggregation will enable public customers to track energy usage at a 
systems level to quantify how individual energy efficiency measures generate impact across their entire 
community or campus.56  

Success in this strategy can be measured by whether all public sector customers have access and can share data 
with a third party, and by whether all public sector customers have the ability to access community-wide data to 
meet their climate planning goals.  

Table 5. Intervention 2: Data Access 

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers Example Tactics 
Existing, 

Modified, 
or New  

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-
term 

Data access to 
increase 
customer 
awareness of 
energy use, 
and target 
high-potential 
opportunities 
 
 

Customers lack access to 
data to identify energy 
savings potential and 
track progress towards 
goals 

 

Continue to work with stakeholders 
and the CPUC to improve data 
access protocols57  

E S 

Promote accessible data platforms 
that improve public customers’ 
understanding of usage, savings and 
potential 

E S 

Support energy efficiency proposals 
and completed projects with data-
focused EM&V accessible to 
decision-makers.  

M S 

Use analytics to support role of 
energy savings in GHG emissions 
and other public sector goals.  

N M 

Create a comprehensive energy 
management dashboard 
incorporating data from multiple 
accounts within a single 
municipal/campus operation 

N M 

Partners: Energy Data Access Committee (EDAC), Third Party Implementers, all Public Sector Customers 

The California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP) established a goal for local governments to take the lead 
in using energy efficiency to reduce energy use in their own facilities and throughout their communities by 
2020.58 A 2014 evaluation by Opinion Dynamics finds that projects implemented to achieve the CEESP’s goal for 
local governments encountered issues when it took months for IOUs to provide them with access to their energy 
data. These delays reduced the amount of time available to complete projects and made it difficult for LGP 
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 “Local Government-Utility Partnerships for Facilitating Access to Community Energy Usage Data,” American Council for an Energy-
Efficient Economy, http://aceee.org/local-government-utility-partnerships-facilitating 
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 This tactic is based on the California Existing “California’s Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action Plan,” p. x 
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 “California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan,” California Public Utilities Commission and California Energy Commission, January 2011, p. 
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implementers to provide their consultants with critical information about project cycles, funding, contracts, and 
requested data.59 This case highlights the need for PG&E to streamline data access processes so customers are 
able to analyze their data in a timely and straightforward fashion.  

The recent process evaluation draft report60 concludes that local partners’ needs may not have been fully met 
through the established data access procedures, thereby limiting partnership planning and action. The 
evaluation recommends that IOU program managers investigate any limitations a local partner may have in 
accessing and using its energy data and work on removing those limitations. 

 

Intervention 3 – Data Analytics 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) data presents a major opportunity for strategically targeting high-
opportunity projects and providing value propositions targeting energy efficiency opportunities in the public 
sector. Offering opportunities for implementers to target public sector customers with AMI data will be a major 
component of PG&E’s future strategy. 

Table 6. Intervention 3: Data Analytics 

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers Example Tactics 
Existing, 

Modified, 
or New  

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-
term 

Data analytics 
to identify 
energy 
efficiency 
opportunities 
in the public 
sector 

AMI data unexplored 
opportunity for targeting 
of energy efficiency 
projects. 

Explore opportunities for 

implementers to target public 

sector customers with AMI data 

E 
 
 

S 
 
 

Partners: All public sector customers 

Data analytics will play a critical role in allowing PG&E to scale energy efficiency offerings, as they enable a more 
accurate deployment of resources for the largest impacts. In this way, insights into customer trends not only 
enhance targeting efforts, but also inform strategies to promote data access and the design of technical 
assistance, tools, and financial incentives to get energy efficiency measures off the ground. 

 

  

                                                           
59

 Opinion Dynamics Corporation. 2016a. PY 2013-2014 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
VALUE AND EFFECTIVENESS STUDY FINAL REPORT. CPUC. 
46 Research Into Action, Draft Report, Targeted Process Evaluation of the Local Government Partnership Program, September 13, 2016, 
p. IV. 
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Intervention 4 – Technical Assistance and Tools  

While the public sector may have clear state policy mandates for reducing energy use, the Existing Buildings 
Energy Efficiency Action Plan finds public customers have “a lack of technical knowledge, staff and resources to 
make energy efficiency management operational and effective, particularly at the local level and in smaller 
municipalities.”61  

In response to these barriers, PG&E will continue to build the capacity and knowledge base of public customers 
through fellowship programs, like Civic Spark and EDF Climate Corps. Furthermore, PG&E is committed to 
modifying its suite of technical assistance and tools that are targeted to overcome the resource constraints that 
impede public customers from pursuing energy efficiency projects. 

In support of the Governor’s Executive Order B-18-1262 requiring State of California-owned facilities to reduce 
energy usage by 20% by 2018, IOUs will continue to engage and provide necessary technical support to agencies 
that are poised to deliver significant energy savings, such as California Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation, Department of General Services, and Judicial Council of California (formerly known as the 
Administrative Office of the Courts). 

In the short-term, PG&E will offer comprehensive audits that integrate energy efficiency solutions with 
distributed energy resources such as distributed generation, demand response, and storage. As public 
customers increasingly pursue integrated demand-side management (IDSM) solutions, PG&E will act as a trusted 
energy adviser to provide technical expertise tailored to individual customer needs.63  

Similarly, in the mid-term, PG&E will bundle improved benchmarking data (AB 802) with project development 
assistance to guide public customers on their energy journeys. In particular, PG&E will identify the need for 
energy efficiency through benchmarking and help customers select and install the appropriate suite of 
measures. PG&E will expand its direct install program, and expand HVAC measures to target an end use with 
high savings potential.  

Additionally, PG&E will implement Job-Order Contracting (JOC) and explore other energy services contracting 
models to ease procurement challenges and increase project throughput within the public sector.  

Success in this strategy can be measured based on whether public sector customers have the assistance that 
they need in the short-term to take action in identifying energy efficiency opportunities, moving energy 
efficiency projects forward, or otherwise completing an energy efficiency activity. 

Table 7. Intervention 4: Technical Assistance and Tools  

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers Example Tactics 
Existing, 

Modified, 
or New  

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-
term 

 
 
Technical 
assistance and 
tools to make 

Customers lack the 
internal expertise to 
meet climate planning 
targets and State 
policy goals 

Promote and strengthen audit 
programs to identify 
comprehensive solutions; remarket 
solutions where projects are not 
initiated64 

E S 
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energy 
efficiency 
programs and 
services, easy, 
accessible, 
and relevant 

 Navigating complex 
energy efficiency 
offerings 

 Increasingly 
complex energy 
management 
challenges (DER) 

 Understanding how 
to design projects 
with an effective 
bundling of energy  
and cost savings 

 “Selling” projects 
to decision-makers 

 Lack of internal 
capacity 

Provide project development 
assistance to scope and design 
projects to maximize energy 
savings opportunities 

E S 

Engage select customers in 
demonstration projects/pilots such 
as targeted demand-side 
management (TDSM) or ZNE  

E S 

Work with fellowship programs 
(e.g. Civic Spark, EDF Climate 
Corps) to build internal 
organizational capacity  

E S 

Offer in-depth audits focused on 
integrating energy efficiency with 
DERs 

M S 

Offer benchmarking services, 
paired with project development 
support (advanced benchmarking) 

M S 

Expand on successful direct install 
program model to serve 
small/medium buildings 
throughout the public sector 

M M 

Implementing solutions for master-
metered customers (e.g., incentives 
to install meters) 

N M 

Support Job-Order Contracting 
(JOC) and explore other energy 
services contracting models to ease 
procurement challenges and 
increase project throughput  

N M 

Partners: PG&E account representatives, PG&E Government Relations, Third Party Implementers, 
Community-Based Organizations, Social Scientists 

 

Lack of energy efficiency subject matter expertise and lack of technical support have been identified as the 
largest barrier to project completion in the public sector.65 This is exacerbated by the diversity of the public 
sector, with large disparities in expertise between customers. For example, the University of California supports 
dedicated energy managers at each campus, while California State Universities lack resources for this role, 
leading to much greater rates of implementation on the part of UC.66 The California Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation (CDCR), whose prisons reportedly depend on energy service companies (ESCOs) and utilities 
to provide project proposals, face a particular shortage of expertise.67  

Local governments also face a steep learning curve. An evaluation of LGP programs found that “individuals new 
to the program must invest substantial effort to understand the requirements and details of the program.” The 
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evaluation also mentions that details of the program are difficult to explain by both local partners and IOU 
program staff to new local government staff. 68 

As part of the Governor’s Green Building Initiative, state buildings have been benchmarked through ENERGY 
STAR Portfolio Manager. Additionally, thirty-three state agencies reported energy data as part of the 2014 
benchmarking report69, and 80% of facility meters are automatically uploading data through Portfolio 
Manager.70 Benchmark data will play a key role in moving projects forward.  

 

Intervention 5 – Financial Solutions 

Due to constrained budgets, education customers often pursue energy projects that can generate immediate 
energy savings and result in short payback periods.71 The same trend is evident in government organizations 
where these customers prioritize energy efficiency opportunities based on payback and cost, available rebates, 
and minimum hassle and financing. 72 In some cases, this approach will result in a customer forgoing a project 
with higher upfront costs but greater long-term savings.73 In addition, many public customers also lack 
awareness and expertise on the nuances of funding options available for energy efficiency projects.74 

As a result, loans, rebates, and incentives play a critical role in getting energy efficiency measures off the 
ground. In the short-term, PG&E will continue to provide customers with financing options as well as rebates 
and incentives for eligible energy efficiency measures. PG&E will also explore new and expanded financing 
models to empower public sector customers to take action, such as the “Green Bond” pilot program, and 
revolving loans, which have already demonstrated effectiveness in community college campuses.75 In the mid 
and long term, PG&E aims to provide tailored financing solutions to make the project feasible, whether it be a 
combination of rebate and loan, or simply a no-cost/low-cost loan. PG&E intends to launch new program models 
that move away from the traditional incentive, promote energy management technologies, capture stranded 
energy savings potential, and drive ZNE development.  

Public sector customers will benefit from meter-based savings program models in accordance with AB 802. As 
new program models emerge, the public sector will be a sector that can yield significant energy savings 
calculated at the meter due to aging and below-code facilities across all segments.76 

In addition, PG&E will collect proof of permit closure before paying rebates or incentives for all downstream 
central air conditioning or heat pumps and their related fans, in accordance with SB 1414.77  

Success in this strategy can be measured by whether more customers take energy efficiency actions, and have 
access to financing that meets their requirements.  
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Table 7. Intervention 5: Financial Solutions 

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers Example Tactics 
Existing, 
Modified 
or New 

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-
term 

Loans, 
rebates, and 
incentives to 
facilitate 
completion of 
projects 

 
 
 

Customers have limited 
financial resources to 
devote to energy efficiency 
projects 

 Without additional 
funding sources, many 
projects are unable to 
get off the ground 

 Participation process 
misaligned with 
customer needs 

Ensure EE rebates are 
appropriately set to sufficiently 
incent customers to proceed with 
implementation 

E S 

Support creation of energy 
efficiency revolving funds to 
ensure continuity of energy 
efficiency dedicated resources 

E S 

Continue existing energy efficiency 
program offerings and measures, 
such as downstream calculated 
incentives, while also seeking 
nuanced, innovative means to 
incentivize efficiency-driven 
market transformation 

E S 

Launch programs that measure 
energy savings at the meter (e.g., 
Pay for Performance)78 

N S 

Launch new finance offerings (e.g. 
“Green Bond” program79) 

N M 

Partners: Customer financing and accounting staff 

Current OBF loan amounts are often insufficient for customers with multiple buildings per facility and have been 
cited as a frequent barrier to public sector customers. PG&E seeks to address this need by raising OBF loan caps. 
According to the study, “The incentive cap of $1 million per facility caused problems in facilities where there was 
more than one building. ESCOs performing the retrofits needed to make decisions to perform low-level projects 
across all buildings or perform deeper retrofits at a few buildings. The requirement for a five year payback 
meant that some more expensive projects, but ones that could save significant energy over time, did not receive 
funding.” 80 

The Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action plan finds public customers are often not motivated to pursue 
energy efficiency due to the difficulty of obtaining consistent funding for these projects.81 In particular, energy 
costs are paid from funds allocated during annual budgeting.82 As a result, it is frequently less controversial for a 
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 Berkeley Law, Center for Law, Energy & the Environment and the Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, UCLA, 
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public customer to pay their energy bills from these allocated funds than to request new funding for capital 
investments in energy efficiency projects.83 

The draft “Targeted Process Evaluation” of the LGP program84 states OBF helps local governments overcome 
financial barriers to municipal retrofits.  It recommends that IOUs facilitate the use of OBF by educating partners 
that are not currently using the financing option. An example of facilitating is peer-to-peer sharing of “case 
studies” that illustrate how OBF can be used to fund large-scale municipal retrofit projects. PG&E is seeking to 
address this issue by connecting public sector customers to, and raising awareness of, enhanced OBF offerings.  

 

Intervention 6 – Outreach and Education  

Public sector customers are uniquely accountable not only for their own energy-usage portfolios but also for 
reducing overall community-wide greenhouse gas emission levels, per AB 32. As a result, PG&E and the LGP and 
Institutional Partnership partners play a crucial role in providing information about the value of energy efficiency 
through coordinated outreach with public sector customers for their larger constituencies. 
 
In the short-term, PG&E will continue co-branding with public sector customers to promote simple energy 
savings opportunities that can serve as an entry point for a customer’s energy journey. This includes partnering 
with community-based organizations to raise awareness of energy efficiency opportunities in their homes and 
places of businesses.  
 
Ultimately, this intervention strategy is unique because it focuses on impacting the overall market as opposed to 
targeting customers in particular. By promoting greater awareness throughout communities, municipalities, and 
regions, PG&E aims for all residents within its service territory to understand the value of energy efficiency. With 
this knowledge in hand, these individuals may be more likely to take action upon learning of a specific offering 
that may save them energy and money.85  
 
Success in this strategy can be measured based on increased engagement of communities in energy efficiency 
outside of traditional programs.  

Table 8. Intervention 6: Outreach and Education  

Intervention 
Strategy 

Barriers Example Tactics 
Existing, 
New or 

Modified 

Short, 
Mid, 
Long-
term 

Outreach and 
education to drive 
energy efficiency 
projects  

 

Lack of 
understanding the 
value of energy 
efficiency to take 
action 

 Lack of 
awareness of the 

Co-brand opportunities (flyers, 
events) with local governments, 
water agencies/districts, and 
schools to increase credibility and 
reach 

E S 

Support the Statewide Energy 
Efficiency Council and Best E S 
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co-benefits of an 
energy efficient 
facility 

 Meet the goals of 
AB 32 for 
community-wide 
greenhouse gas 
emission 
reductions 

 

Practices Coordinator to provide 
critical energy efficiency resources 
to local governments and the 
public sector as a whole  

Create engaging materials and 
tools to encourage residential and 
business community members to 
see the benefits of participation in 
energy efficiency programs, and 
supporting energy efficiency at the 
local government level.  

M S 

Work with partners to drive 
customers to actively manage 
their energy usage, and inform 
customers of AB793 related 
offerings. 

N S 

Partners: Associations of Governments/Joint Power Authorities, Community-based Organizations, K-12 
Schools, Community Colleges, State Universities, Statewide Energy Efficiency Collaborative (SEEC), 
Regional Water Agencies, Third Party Implementers 

A recent recommendation86 to enhance the effectiveness of IOU administration is for IOUs to improve 
communication with LGP partners around broad topics. Suggestions for this include creating mechanisms (such 
as an e-mail blast) to provide information, and documenting best practices that a LGP partners can share with 
other local governments. Local governments appear to need reminders of the support provided by the 
Statewide Best Practices Coordinator. PG&E embraced this recommendation by improving outreach to LGP 
partners and other community partners around strategic planning and other energy efficiency-related activities.  

 

PG&E Public Sector Programs/Incentives Targeted by Intervention Strategies 

PG&E’s intervention strategies will translate into a set of existing, modified, and new programs, as illustrated 
below. This table is illustrative, and does not represent the full suite of program offerings. 

Intervention Strategy 
Local 

Government 
Partnerships 

Institutional 
Partnerships 

Direct Install 

Strategic 
Energy 

Resources 
(Non-resource) 

Strategic Partnerships X X x  

Data Access X x x  

Data Analytics X x  x 

Tools and Technical Assistance X x x x 

Financial Solutions X x x X 

Outreach and Education X x  X 

 
Within Section G: PG&E’s Approach to Achieving Goals, PG&E describes new and innovative strategies and 
tactics, some of which will lead to pilot efforts at the program level. PG&E will describe any unique and 
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innovative aspects of each program, as well as any pilots contemplated or underway, within its program-level 
implementation plans. 
 

Additionally, PG&E will consider the appropriate workforce standard requirements, such as any required 
certifications, minimum performance standards, or pre-qualification process for specific programs in support of 
its energy efficiency portfolio.  As applicable, PG&E will detail workforce standard requirements in each 
Implementation Plan (IPs). 
 

H. Leveraging Cross-cutting Resources 

PG&E’s cross-cutting sectors will play a pivotal role in advancing energy efficiency in the public sector. PG&E has 
included its cross-cutting intervention strategies in each of the intervention strategy tables above. Here, PG&E 
provides a brief review of how cross-cutting initiatives fit into its public sector strategy. For more detail on 
PG&E’s cross-cutting programs, refer to Chapter X. 

Finance:  Finance offerings will play a critical role in increasing energy efficiency opportunities through a 
diversified mix of loans, rebates, and incentives.  Expanding existing low-risk financing, such as OBF (e.g. lifting 
caps, improving measure eligibility, and higher up-front payments will all play a role in improving energy savings 
in the public sector. In addition, the public sector will be targeted by innovative Financing pilots, such as the 
Green Bond pilot offering.  Financing primarily supports Intervention Strategy 5: Financial Solutions.  

Emerging Technologies (ET): ET plays an important role in screening technologies to determine which best meet 
the needs of public sector customers. ET is also partnering with state agencies to study the potential of a 
portable classroom retrofit package, which offers a short payback for older portable units. ET plays a major role 
in Intervention Strategy 4: Technical Assistance and Tools.  

Workforce Education & Training (WE&T): PG&E will provide resources and expertise to develop the necessary 
skills and knowledge to effectively implement energy efficiency projects. WE&T will provide technical training in 
energy efficiency both on-site and at Energy Centers. These might include Building Operator Certification (BOC) 
training, lighting design and maintenance, and others. WE&T supplements efforts to build internal 
organizational capacity, as detailed in Intervention Strategy 4: Technical Assistance and Tools.  

Marketing: Marketing will continue to play a major role in direct marketing of energy efficiency offerings to raise 
awareness of new tools and offerings, as well as building integration with Distributed Energy Resources (DER).  
Targeted marketing and outreach can support community energy efficiency initiatives through the local 
governments, as well as creating channels to reach public sector entities such as hospitals, smaller educational 
institutions, and others. Marketing will play a key role in Intervention Strategy 1: Strategic Partnerships, as well 
as building awareness of the offerings available through Strategy 5: Financial Solutions, and Strategy 6: Outreach 
and Education.  

Codes and Standards: Codes and standards will continue to play a prominent role in supporting local 
governments interested in adopting ordinances that exceed the state building energy codes: Title 24, Part 6 (aka 
“reach codes”). The reach codes program will expand to include support for ordinances requiring measures 
beyond traditional energy efficiency measures including voluntary standards, renewable energy, alternative 
fuels vehicle infrastructure, energy storage, demand response, and water saving measures. Codes and Standards 
will play a major role in supporting Intervention Strategy 4: Technical Assistance and Tools.  
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I. Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) 
Public sector entities will need to think about energy efficiency within the context of all of the Demand-Side 
Management (DSM) offerings available to them. PG&E is seeking to alter the current utility structure which 
presents barriers for integrated planning: As outlined in the 2015 Integrated Energy Policy Report, a “more 
siloed approach to energy planning in which renewable energy goals are considered separately from energy 
efficiency or demand response or storage goals, for example, does not generate the best results. Each area 
progresses towards the respective goals but is not integrated and not necessarily part of an effective strategy to 
meet climate goals. A more integrated approach aimed at GHG reductions is needed.” 87 

Targeted Demand Side Management 

Targeted demand side management (TDSM) is a pilot program which targets energy efficiency, demand 
response, distributed generation, and other DSM activities around specific substations where load growth is 
projected to require significant upgrades. By reducing overall load through DSM, infrastructure upgrades can be 
deferred.  

Public sector facilities, including schools, are outreach targets in terms of reducing the non-residential load. 
TDSM around the Linden (East Stockton) and Sycamore / Notre Dame (Chico) substations includes a total of 29 
schools. In addition, outreach around the Sycamore / Notre Dame substation includes outreach to church 
organizations, incorporating community organizations into outreach. Savings achieved through the LGP and 
institutional partnership program are also an integral part of achieving PG&E’s goals for each substation. Four 
targeted substations include savings from LGP programs, and LGPs are continuing to expand their role in TDSM 
initiatives moving forward. 

Time-of-Use Rate Changes and Electric Vehicles 

PG&E is moving the peak period rates for non-residential customers from mid-day to later in the evening 
beginning in 2019. Most public sector customers reduce operations after 5 PM. However, this shift in rates will 
push greater workplace charging of electric vehicles (EVs) as this creates advantageous pricing in the middle of 
the day.88 PG&E is supporting the proposed build out of 7,500 EV charging stations at workplaces, multi-unit 
dwellings and other public sites. Public customers will likely be leading adopters of charging stations.  
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J. PG&E Helping to Meet State Policy Goals 
Table 9. Summary of Relevant Energy Efficiency Policies, Guidance, and PG&E Support 

Policy Drivers 

Guidance Given PG&E’s Support for Policy 

 

AB 32  Extends the carbon emissions 
reduction target to 40% below 1990 
levels by 2030.   

 Local governments define how they 
comply with such standards in their 
Climate Action Plans 

Strategic Partnerships: Through Strategic 

Partnerships, PG&E will integrate energy 

efficiency offerings into Climate Action 

Plans.  

Technical Assistance and Tools: Technical 

assistance and tools will support 

coordination between energy efficiency and 

climate strategies.  

SB350, Clean 
Energy and 
Pollution 
Reduction Act of 
2015 

 Doubling of energy efficiency 
savings in gas and electricity by 
2030 for all entities in California. 

 Address barriers for low-income 
customers to energy efficiency and 
weatherization investments, 
including those in disadvantaged 
communities, as well as 
recommendations on how to 
increase access to energy efficiency 
and weatherization investments to 
low-income customers. 

Technical Assistance and Tools: Technical 

support will be crucial in maximizing the 

energy savings achieved for measures that 

programs implement.  

Financial Solutions: Financial support will 

help energy efficiency projects and 

measures move forward in the complex 

funding environment the public sector 

faces.  

Outreach and Education: Public outreach 

and education around energy efficiency will 

ensure community support for energy 

efficiency measures, sustaining long term 

savings. Coordinate with public agencies on 

targeting opportunities for public housing, 

such as directing qualifying customers to 

Energy Savings Assistance and CARE 

programs. 

AB 793, An act 
to amend 
Section 2790 of, 
and to add 
Section 717 to, 
the Public 
Utilities Code, 
relating to 

 Provide incentives to residential or 
small or medium business 
customers to acquire energy 
management technology for use in 
the customer’s home or place of 
business.  

 Develop a plan to educate 
residential customers and small and 

Outreach and Education: In partnership 
with local governments, schools and 
industry leaders, PG&E will work to drive 
customers to actively manage their energy 
usage, and inform customers of AB-793 
related offerings.  
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Policy Drivers 

Guidance Given PG&E’s Support for Policy 

 

public utilities medium business customers about 
the incentive program developed  

 Annually report to the commission 
on actual customer savings 
resulting from the incentive 
program  

AB 802, 
Buildings Energy 
Savings Program 

 Authorizes IOUs to recover 
in rates the reasonable cost 
of programs providing 
incentives and/or rebates, 
and to count all energy 
savings achieved thereby 
toward overall energy 
efficiency goals and targets.   

 Authorizes the Commission 
to adjust energy efficiency 
goals to reflect the energy 
savings achieved in meeting 
energy efficiency 
requirements in existing 
buildings.   

 Benchmarking 

 Provide financial incentives and 
assistance for high opp. Projects 

Data Access: Quick and easily useable 
customer data will be critical for customers 
implementing programs under AB-802.  

Technical Assistance and Tools: Technical 
support will be essential as customers adopt 
new programs and incentives allowable 
under AB-802.  

Financial Solutions: New incentives rolled 
out under the provisions of AB-802 will 
provide new avenues to achieve savings in 
existing buildings.  

AB 758: 
Comprehensive 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Program for 
Existing 
Buildings 

Established requirements for program 
administrators to offer a full range of 
energy and complementary services, 
including:  

 Energy assessments  

 Building benchmarking 

 Energy rating 

 Cost-effective energy efficiency 
improvements  

 Financing options 

 Public outreach and education 

 Green workforce training efforts. 

All of PG&E’s public sector interventions are 
fundamentally based in the provisions of AB-
758, and specifically the requirements 
outlined in the California Energy Efficiency 
Strategic Plan created by the CPUC in 
response to the bill.  

Executive Order 
B-18-12  

Requires state buildings to: 

 Reduce grid-based energy 
purchases for state-owned 
buildings by at least 20% by 

Data Access: State agencies should have 
quick access to their usage data in order to 
implement measures to fulfill the 
requirements of B-18-12.  
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Policy Drivers 

Guidance Given PG&E’s Support for Policy 

 

2018; 

 Participate in Demand 
Response programs;  

 Use clean, on-site power 
generation in buildings 
larger than 10,000 square 
feet; and  

 Incorporate building commissioning 
in new or existing buildings.   

Technical Assistance and Tools: Technical 
assistance will be crucial as state buildings 
implement energy efficiency measures.  

Financial Solutions: Incentives and rebates 
will make additional energy efficiency 
measures possible for state buildings.  

California 
Energy 
Efficiency 
Strategic Plan 
(CEESP) 

The California Energy Efficiency 
Strategic Plan spoke specifically to the 
local government partnerships, 
identifying six major goals: 

 Lead adoption of higher 
energy efficiency 
standards or “reach 
codes” 

 Lead energy code 
compliance enforcement 

 Lead by example 

 Lead their communities 
with innovative energy 
efficiency programs 

 Provide expertise in their 
communities, and 

 LG energy efficiency 
expertise becomes 
widespread 

All of PG&E’s public sector interventions are 
fundamentally based in the provisions of AB-
758, and specifically the requirements 
outlined in the California Energy Efficiency 
Strategic Plan created by the CPUC in 
response to the bill. 

 

 

SB 1414  SB 1414 requires that, beginning 
Jan 1, 2017, IOUs collect proof of 
permit closure before paying 
rebates or incentives to 
customers or contractors for 
central air-conditioning or heat 
pumps and their related fans.  

 

 

Large portions of the public sector (UCs, 
CSUs, and others) are exempted from the 
requirements of SB 1414. Other portions of 
the public sector are subject to the same 
requirements as Commercial customers.  

As required, PG&E will collect proof of 
permit closure before paying rebates or 
incentives for all downstream central air 
conditioning or heat pumps and their related 
fans, in accordance with SB 1414. 
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K. PG&E’s Partners and Commitment to Coordination 

The public sector exists within the context of a tight network of inter-related stakeholders, ranging from the 
public sector customers themselves, to community organizations, other utilities, realtors and developers, and 
many others. Working with others in this space will be key to achieving greater public sector energy savings.  

San Francisco Bay Area Regional Energy Network (BayREN) 

Both BayREN and PG&E work closely with local governments to deliver energy efficiency programs. While PG&E 
provides funding to BayREN, PG&E does not have oversight over BayREN’s activities, and it will be important to 
ensure cooperation between the two program administrators to create a positive experience for the customer 
and maximize energy savings for both parties. Past examples of collaboration include the CSI-Solar Thermal 
rebate program, offered through the BayREN’s multifamily energy efficiency program. PG&E will continue to 
support collaboration as BayREN continues to grow and develop its services.  

Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs) 

Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs) are a new and growing element in California’s energy efficiency 
ecosystem. Currently Marin Clean Energy (MCE) is the only CCA implementing energy efficiency programs in 
PG&E’s service territory, but more and more counties and regions are setting up their own CCA programs. 
Cooperation with the CCAs will be critical in ensuring that customers continue to receive the best possible 
service. 

Community Organizations  

Community organizations like regional non-profits, churches, clubs, and others will play a key role in facilitating 
acceptance of energy efficiency. Community organizations can also play a role in encouraging participation 
among commercial and residential entities.  

Local Governments 

LGPs have been and will continue to be one of the primary delivery mechanisms of energy savings through the 
public sector. Local governments account for the majority of usage within the sector and play a role as 
community leaders in energy efficiency. For more information, please see Appendix A: Local Government 
Partnerships Overview. 

Program Administrators 

PG&E will collaborate with program administrators and publicly-owned utilities (POUs) to share best practices 
and lessons learned, ensure consistent messaging and program delivery, minimize gaps and program overlap, 
and coordinate implementation of statewide offerings, and local offerings that cut across multiple service 
territories. For example, customers in overlapping counties should have access to the same program offerings. 

Regional Government Agencies 

Examples of these might include regional water agencies, associations of governments, or others. By working 
closely with these agencies around their areas of expertise, PG&E can better disseminate energy efficiency 
programs to customers and find synergies between energy efficiency and other areas of concern, such as water 
savings.   
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L. Statewide Administration and Transition Timeline  
TBD 

M. Solicitation Strategies 
 

TBD
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N. Metrics and EM&V Considerations 
PG&E and the other PAs understand the importance of ensuring that all metrics provide value to the CPUC, program administrators, or other 
stakeholders, and recognizes that listed metrics can have powerful and unintended effects89. 

Below are proposed draft metrics as of October 2016. These metrics will change before the final draft as we attempt to compute and thoroughly 
document the baseline values. Where the metrics may not make sense, they will be revised to better capture what will be valuable to the CPUC, program 
administrators, or other stakeholders. 

Ultimately, all of the metrics proposed for the final BP draft will be consistent with the agreed-upon statewide guiding principles for the metrics shared 
with the Energy Division on Aug 16, 2016 (see 0 below). 

Table 10. Guiding Principles for Metrics 

The primary proposed metrics are our energy savings metrics. Additional secondary metrics, such as participation, are proposed to meet the expectations 
(and requests) of the CPUC; however, there are times when participation may actually need to decrease in order to focus resources to reach savings goals. 
As such, more participation does not always track to more savings. Moreover, although participation is anticipated to increase in the long-term with new 
scalable models, it will not be possible to track participation at the customer level as programs start to move to mid- or upstream program models. 

The draft metrics proposed are aligned with the overall program goals. Specifically, within the next-10-year period, PG&E’s primary goal for the public 
sector is to: 

 

                                                           
89

 Perrin, in an article in the American Journal of Evaluation, discussed certain known limitations of performance metrics. Among these limitations, he descripted varying 
interpretation of the ”same” term and concepts, goal displacement, use of meaningless and irrelevant measures, and cost-savings vs. cost-shifting. (Perrin, Burt. 1998. 
Effective Use and Misuse of Performance Measurement. American Journal of Evaluation 1998:19;367.) 
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 Save XX GWh, XX MW, and XX MM therms with an emphasis on aging facilities 

Secondary goals include: 

 Increase public sector participation from XX% to XX% over the 10-year period with additional tracking by HTR (note definition of HTR is still in flux)  

 Increase public customers’ ability to meet their own climate change planning targets and state policy goals by assisting X% of customers with long-
term plans through XXX  

 Increase operational efficiency by reducing metrics such as the ratio of $/kWh and $/therm saved by using third-party programs  

In addition to these goals that are directly attributable to programs, PG&E also seek to influence the market through larger market transformation efforts. 
Through these efforts, PG&E seeks to: 

 Assist California in reaching the CEESP goals of 100% of ZNE in new commercial construction and 50% of existing public buildings be ZNE by 
supporting the public sector (which falls within the commercial goal) 

Direct Effects from PG&E Efforts 

PG&E’s proposed sector-level metrics that can be tracked and monitored with some frequency (i.e., monthly, quarterly, or annually) are shown in Table 11 
below. 

Table 11. Direct PG&E Public Sector Effects and Metrics 

PG&E Goals Intervention 
Strategies 

Metrics Baseline  
(or Benchmark) 

Metric Source Short Term 
Target 

(1-3 years) 

Mid Term 
Target 

(4-7 years)  

Long Term 
Targets 

(8-10+ years) 

Save XX GWh, XX MW, 
and XX MM therms  

All 
Electricity saved 

Average of XX GWh/ 

year across 2011-

2015 Annual Ex ante Net 
Savings from 

program tracking 

XX GWh XX GWh XX GWh 

Demand saved 
Average of XX MW / 

year across 2011-

2015 

XX MW XX MW XX MW 

MM Therms saved 

Average of 4.1 MM 

Therms/year across 

2011-2015 

XX MM 
Therms 

XX MM Therms XX MM Therms 

Reach an increasing 
percentage of public 
sector customers (from 
XX% to XX% over the 
10-year period  

Technical 
Assistance 
and Tools 
 
Financial 
Solutions 

Annual proportion 
of all customers 
participating in 
energy efficiency 
programs with 
tracking by HTR 

XX% per year average 
across 2011-2015 

(electric participants 
only) 

Program tracking 
databases 

X% / year X%/year X%/year 
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PG&E Goals Intervention 
Strategies 

Metrics Baseline  
(or Benchmark) 

Metric Source Short Term 
Target 

(1-3 years) 

Mid Term 
Target 

(4-7 years)  

Long Term 
Targets 

(8-10+ years) 

Cumulative 
participating in 
energy efficiency 
programs (unique 
customers) with 
tracking by HTR 

(could include a 
benchmark if you 

have one for 2013-
2015) 

Program tracking 
databases 

XX% 
cumulative 
over time 

frame 

XX% cumulative 
over time frame 

XX% cumulative 
over time frame 

Notes on this metric: Participation may go up or down based on the type of program design. Over time, we expect to touch a 
larger percentage of customers with our programs, but these will not be able to be tracked if most programs move to mid- 
and upstream program models. We will revisit this metric and revise based on the final program models. We expect that the 
denominator for the population will need to stay constant over some period of time. 

Increase public 
customers’ ability to 
meet their own climate 
change planning targets 
and state policy goals  

Technical 
Assistance 
and Tools 

Cumulative 
number of public 
sector customers 
with long-term 
energy plans 
supported by 
PG&E 

 
XX customers in 2015 

Program tracking 
databases 

XX customers 
over time 

frame 

XX customers 
over time frame 

XX customers 
over time frame 

Reduce costs of energy-
efficiency programs 
specifically reducing a 
metric such as the ratio 
of $/kWh and $/therm 
saved by x% through 
the use of cost-effective 
scalable program 
models 

 

All Annual levelized 
cost of energy 
(kWh)

a
 

Need baseline value 
from E3 calculator 
used in 2017 filing 

Monthly tracking 
spreadsheets for net 
reported savings and 
costs and EUL from 
program tracking 
database 

XX $/kWh XX $/kWh XX $/kWh 

Annual levelized 
cost of energy 
(therm)

a
 

Need baseline value 
from E3 calculator 
used in 2017 filing 

Monthly tracking 
spreadsheets for net 
reported savings and 
costs and EUL from 
program tracking 
database 

XX $/therm XX $/therm XX $/therm 

Notes on this metric: PG&E is considering whether this metric should be levelized cost of energy saving or some other 
metric. If levelized costs, it will be calculated by dividing the program costs by the sector level lifetime ex ante net savings of 
measures installed in one year. 
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PG&E Goals Intervention 
Strategies 

Metrics Baseline  
(or Benchmark) 

Metric Source Short Term 
Target 

(1-3 years) 

Mid Term 
Target 

(4-7 years)  

Long Term 
Targets 

(8-10+ years) 

Assist in reaching the 
CEESP goal of ZNE for 
100% of all new 
commercial 
construction by 2030 
(by supporting public 
sector, which falls 
within commercial goal) 

Technical 
Assistance 
 
Financial 
Solutions 

# of ZNE Public 
Sector New 
Construction 
buildings receiving 
program design 
assistance  

2015 SBD 
participation for 

Public Sector 
Buildings 

EE program tracking 
database for any 

Public Sector 
activities associated 

with Commercial 
New Construction 

(e.g., SBD or similar 
programs) 

XX projects 
per year 

XX projects per 
year 

XX projects per 
year 

Notes for draft: We will consider whether these should be simply designated ZNE buildings or verified ZNE (which would be 
a longer-term study rather than a tracking metric). 
See also “market effects” table for related outcome metric 

 

Overall Statewide Market Effects within the Sector 

The tables above document outputs that can be tracked by PG&E; however, we also anticipate that broader market studies should see changes in the 
overall markets over time based on PG&E’s program investment (as well as other factors). In the tables below, we document market level indicators. Note 
that these need to be tracked through longer-term EM&V studies, and thus are not considered PG&E metrics, but rather broader statewide market 
indicators that our efforts are leading to the changes that the state desires. 

As part of a statewide effort, PG&E recommends tracking the following at the market level. 

Table 2. Market-Level Indicators for the Public Sector 

Market Level Goals Intervention 
Strategies 

Market Effect 
Indicator 

Baseline Metric Source Notes 

Assist in reaching the CEESP 
goal of ZNE for 100% of all 
new commercial 
construction by 2030 
 
(public sector falls within 
commercial) 

Technical Assistance 
and Tools 
 
Financial Solutions 

Proportion of 
public sector 
new 
construction 
square foot that 
is ZNE 

X% in 2015 Tracking or 
EM&V Study 

We will work with the CPUC to determine 
the type and timing of a future study, and 

what should be tracked. 

Assist in reaching the CEESP 
goal of 50% of existing 
public buildings being ZNE 
by 2030 (which falls within 
the commercial goal) 

Technical Assistance 
and Tools 
 
Financial Solutions 

Square foot of 
existing public 
sector buildings 
that are ZNE 

X% in 2015 Tracking or 
EM&V Study 

We will work with the CPUC to determine 
the type and timing of a future study, and 

what should be tracked. 
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O. EM&V Research Needs and Considerations 
Market Research Requirements 
There are limits to the available data on the public sector due to its historical treatment across multiple 
sectors; past studies have placed public sector facilities in the commercial, education, healthcare and 
residential sectors. For example, public sector PG&E projects (specifically higher education) were 
included in a 2015 evaluation that bundled these customers into a single stratum with oil, 
food/agriculture, and data center projects. Results are presented at the stratum level, and as such did 
not provide information specific to public sector customers, reiterating the need for additional public 
sector specific impact evaluations.90  

PG&E, along with the other California IOUs, plans to review and refine a set of high-priority LGP 
activities to undergo a process evaluation based on learnings from the first wave of LGP evaluations. A 
second wave of LGPs would be identified to examine within this multi-wave process study. The process 
assessment includes municipal retrofits and Strategic Plan support activities, which have not yet been 
evaluated and which are non-duplicative with existing study efforts. 

This comprehensive process evaluation for each of the LGPs was recommended by the California 
Evaluation Framework (CEF).91 A “comprehensive” evaluation documents and examines all the activities 
of each LGP, rather than a “targeted” evaluation that focuses only on a subset of a LGP’s activities.  

To accommodate comprehensive process evaluations for each LGP within a limited budget, the IOUs 
propose to conduct comprehensive process evaluations on a subset of individual partnerships each year, 
rotating across all LGPs in their service territory so that each LGP within a utility will receive a 
comprehensive process evaluation every four or five years. The IOUs propose that a common core scope 
of work be used for all individual process evaluations of partnerships so that findings can be compared 
year after year. The first set of comprehensive process evaluations is currently in progress and due to be 
completed during the first quarter of 2017. 

After all LGPs have been evaluated, at the end of a four to five year period, the cycle will begin again. 
This will allow evaluators to provide customized and specific recommendations to each LGP being 
evaluated. 

EM&V Preparedness 
PG&E recognizes the importance of EM&V ‘preparedness,’ identifying specific data collection strategies 
early on to support internal performance analysis and program evaluations. As sector-specific programs 
and energy efficiency measures are developed to support PG&E’s public sector business plan, PG&E will 
collaborate with CPUC staff and their evaluation consultants to ensure that appropriate data collection 
and reporting capabilities are in place to facilitate accurate evaluation. Details on data collection and 
reporting will be provided in as much detail as possible in PG&E’s Implementation Plans (IPs). EM&V 2.0 
strategies will be used wherever PG&E and CPUC evaluation teams believe these offer more accurate 
and cost-effective data collection and impact evaluation capabilities. More traditional tracking data (e.g., 

                                                           
90

 2013 Custom Impact Evaluation, Industrial, Agricultural, and Large Commercial, Final Report, Itron Inc. for California Public 

Utilities Commission, July 17, 2015, pp. 4-2 – 4-3. 
91

 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Energy+Efficiency/eesp/ “Most programs evolve as they move through the 
implementation process. Even if program documents were originally developed with detailed step-by-step implementation 
descriptions, they are typically outdated in terms of their content and accuracy. This is not a criticism of energy programs or of 
their descriptive documents. Rather it is an acceptance of the understanding that programs evolve as they move through the 
design and delivery process and this evolution occurs on an ongoing basis.” p. 208 
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contact information, project development and technical descriptions, savings calculations) will also be 
available to support evaluation efforts. 

Potential EM&V Methods:  

 Review of LGP Logic Models 

 Surveys and interviews of LGP implementers and stakeholders 

 On-site program observations 

 Phone surveys with residential and non-residential customers that have participated om LGP 
programs 
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Q. Appendices 
Appendix A: Stakeholder Feedback 

Index 
# Topic 

Issue 
Please note that not all issues shown below are factually correct or 

current. 
Additionally, some are paraphrased and others are verbatim depending 

on how issue came into tracking process. 

Page # 

0182 Business 
Plan Topic 

Comment confirming that it would be extremely helpful for PAs to 
identify specific market barriers in documents that get filed with BPs 
with respect to challenges with MUSH markets. It is recommended that 
PAs make persuasive arguments to CPUC supporting continuance of 
certain market transforming programs even if they are not non-costs 
effective programs. In addition to identifying barriers, PAs should 
provide alternative mechanisms to remove barriers. 

pp. 
19-21 

0210 
Business 
Plan Topic 

Public Sector: Business plans should articulate a vision to have this 
sector lead by example in every possible way. Data-driven ME&O is 
needed to demonstrate the benefits of efficiency to institutional 
decision makers. There is great opportunity to use college students and 
community workforce development participants in WE&T activities 
such as customer recruitment, project implementation, data analysis 
and data infrastructure development. Local and regional organizations 
could also play a new role as aggregators for community and 
institutional energy savings bid into IDSM/energy efficiency P4P 
auctions. Creative financing options could be piloted first with the 
public sector.  The CEC is piloting an effort with Sonoma County to 
provide much better energy savings estimates for the built environment 
within Sonoma County’s climate action planning efforts. The CEC would 
like to see other local governments leverage the open source data and 
energy reduction estimation techniques developed in this pilot. The PA 
business plans should include high level strategies that communicate 
this important connection to local government GHG reduction 
mandates.  

Data: 
pp. 
23-25 
 
Tools: 
p. 26 
 
Financ
ial: p. 
28-30 
 
WE&T
: pp. 
31-32 

0270 
Chapter 
Drafts 
(Voluntary) 

Create a long-term sustainable program to help the California 
Administrative Office of Courts (AOC) substantially reduce its energy 
use. The AOC Statewide Partnership Program (AOC Partnership) would 
fund a team of energy professionals through the energy efficiency 
public purpose program to assist the AOC to plan, evaluate, and 
implement projects to reduce facilities’ energy use.  The proposed 
budget for the program is approximately $1 million per year 
(approximately five professionals at an average fully loaded cost of 
$200,000 per person). The IOUs will select the team through a 
competitive process and contract with it to assist the AOC in the 
following services: 

p. 23 
p. 26 
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0290 
Chapter 
Drafts 
(Voluntary) 

The state is interested in more creatively exploring other options for 
project execution and is strongly reaching out to IOUs and other 
program administrators to be a partner with us in finding creative 
solutions.  Adapting OBF to include upfront construction costs would 
help to enable the state to leverage this financing approach.  Most of 
the projects in large state buildings exceed the current $1M limit for 
financing via OBF. Increasing this limit would address another barrier. 

pp. 
28-30 

0291 
Chapter 
Drafts 
(Voluntary) 

There is a need to more strategically identify the retrofit opportunities 
with the highest and most comprehensive savings potential long term. 
Implementing investment grade audits for all buildings would be cost 
prohibitive. The state is seeking support from IOUs and PAs to provide 
this strategic targeting support. 

pp. 
25-28 

0292 
Chapter 
Drafts 
(Voluntary) 

It is critical that the state utilizes a fair, appropriate, transparent, 
competitive process in soliciting work. Given those parameters, the 
state is seeking support in executing retrofit projects that comply with 
these requirements while offering more time saving and efficient 
approaches. 
--The state is exploring alternative models for engaging with ESCOS 
more effectively, at lower costs and more timely execution. The Federal 
Government has effectively modeled an energy services relationship 
with the IOUs that may be modified to work with State entities. We 
encourage the Partnership to work with us to develop alternative ways 
of delivering efficiency projects to state customers 
--The state is open to piloting metered based savings approaches with 
incentives tied to measured savings 
--Extending the current direct install program to small/medium state 
facilities statewide would help to save time and resources. Further 
expanding the direct install program to include HVAC measures and 
control measures would capture a larger portion of the current needs. 

pp. 
25-28 
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Appendix B: Public Sector Business Plan Checklist 
 
  PG&E Public Sector   

BP Page # Business Plan Guidance (Market Sector) PG&E Notes 

TBD A. Summary Table for cost effectiveness w/TRC,PAC, Emissions, Savings as 
well as budget and metrics/Portfolio and sector level metrics for regulatory 
oversight (GWh, MW, Therms, cost effectiveness, and other parameters 
where applicable), including performance metrics for non-resource 
programs.(also p.47 D.15-10-028)/ Portfolio and sector-level budgets that 
meet portfolio savings and cost effectiveness requirements (p.48 D.15-10-028)  

TBD - will be provided as 
cost-effectiveness 
analysis is developed 

Section B, 
pp. 5-9 

B. Compare/contrast this proposal with past program cycles   

Section B, 
pp. 5-9 

C. How this proposal addresses performance issues within the sector/ 
Narrative description of changes from existing portfolio, including (1) budget 
changes; (2) program/intervention strategy changes; (3) justifications for the 
above. (from D.15-10-028, Appendix 3; included here to be consistent with 
7/5/16 discussion with ED, but is not in the sector description of the Appendix) 

Budget changes and 
justifications to be 
included in future drafts 

Section E, 
pp.11-18 

D. Market Overview (Overview and market/gap & other analysis)   

Section E, 
pp. 11-18 

1. Electricity/natural gas consumption, GHG emissions, costs, etc. GHG emissions to be 
included in future drafts 

Section J, p. 
34 

2. State goals, strategies and objectives e.g. strategic plan, SB350, AB758, etc. 
and other Commission policy guidance a. Descriptions of overarching goals, 
strategies, and approaches for each sector, as well as near-, mid-, and long-
term strategic initiatives and sector-specific intervention strategies. 

Goals and strategies also 
included in Sections A, G, 
and L 

Section O p. 
45 

4. Include any EMV recommendations and how they are being 
addressed/Historical sector performance and evaluation takeaways/ Analysis 
of PA and CPUC evaluation reports for this sector within context of this 
proposal 

EM&V recommendations 
included throughout 
document; see footnotes 
and reference lists  

Section E p. 
11 

5. Customer landscape   

Section F 
pp. 18-21 

6. Major future trends in the above that are key for the PA and its customers   

Section F 
pp. 18-21 

7. Barriers to energy efficiency and other challenges to heightened energy 
efficiency (i.e. regulatory, market, data) 

Barriers also included in 
Section G 

Section G 
pp. 22-32 

E. PA’s approach to achieve goals in this sector   

Section G 
pp. 22-32 

1. Products and services, and customer service activities/Resource Program 
Strategies; Non-Resource Program Strategies; Pilot Program 
Strategies/develop new strategies to achieve the state’s energy efficiency 
goals in the future/ 

PG&E has structured its 
business plans around 
intervention strategies, 
and has provided 
examples of programs in 
each intervention 
strategy.  

Section G 
pp. 22-32; 
Section L pp. 

a. How does it advance goals discussed above   
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25-30 

Section N 
pp. 41-44 

b. One metric or more as appropriate for each intervention strategy/PAs will 
still need to set more granular metrics than just sector-level metrics, but they 
will do so in implementation plans, not business plans. (p.53 D.15-10-028) 
Performance Metrics (Non-resource programs); Near-term (year one) strategic 
initiatives and expected outcomes; mid-term (years 2-3) strategic initiatives 
and expected outcomes; long-term (years 4-5+) strategic initiatives and 
expected outcomes/ Commission clearly states that program administrators 
“must establish up-front expectations for their activities” and that “business 
plans shall contain sector-level metrics”.  

PG&E has developed 
metrics that track to each 
of its goals.  

 Section D  
p. 10 

c. Projected savings/(resource programs) Near-term (year one) strategic 
initiatives and expected outcomes; mid-term (years 2-3) strategic initiatives 
and expected outcomes; long-term (years 4-5+) strategic initiatives and 
expected outcomes 

  

Section G 
pp. 22-32 

2. Description of PA’s local marketing and integration with SWMEO if 
applicable/ Marketing and Outreach: Strategies, approaches and outcomes 

Marketing tactics can be 
found throughout the 
intervention strategies.  

Section G 
pp. 22-32 

3. Whether items are near-, mid-, long-term strategic initiatives/Near-term 
(year one) strategic initiatives and expected outcomes; mid-term (years 2-3) 
strategic initiatives and expected outcomes; long-term (years 4-5+) strategic 
initiatives and expected outcomes 

Timeframes can be found 
in each of the 
intervention charts.  

Section J, p. 
34 

4. Description of how each sector approach advances the goals, strategies and 
objectives of the strategic plan (p.46 D.15-10-028) 

  

Section G 
pp. 22-32 

5. Workforce Development, Education and Training: Strategies, approaches 
and outcomes 6. A description of any pilots contemplated or underway for 
each sector./ A description of any pilots contemplated or underway for the 
sector (p.46 D15-10-028)/ Describe any unique or innovative aspects of 
program not previously discussed, and describe any pilots contemplated or 
underway for the sector. (Appendix 3, D.15-10-028) 

WE&T tactics can be 
found throughout the 
intervention strategies.  

Section K 
pp. 38-39 

F. Key partners (committed and/or potential)   

Section K 
pp. 38-39 

G. Program/PA Coordination: Description of which and how strategies are 
coordinated regionally among PAs and/or other demand- side options. 
(IOU/REN programs; statewide programs; coordination with other state/local 
government activities.)/ Coordination with other state agencies and 
initiatives/Description of which and how strategies are coordinated statewide 
and regionally among PAs and/or with other demand-side options; (p.46 and 
Appendix 3 D.15-10-028) 

Additional statewide 
transition and 
administration details 
and timeline will be 
included in future drafts 

Section H  
p. 33 

H. Cross-Cutting Coordination: Description of how cross cutting activities are 
addressed in customer sector strategies/ Statewide Coordination and cross-
cutting efforts/Description of how cross-cutting “sectors” are addressed. (p.46 
D.15-10-028)/Cross-Sector Coordination: Description of how cross cutting 
activities are addressed in customer sectors strategies. Include as applicable: i) 
Emerging Technologies program ii) Codes and Standards program iii) WE&T 
efforts iv) Program-specific marketing and outreach efforts (provide budget) – 
Appendix 3, D.15-10-028 
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Section L pp. 
25-30 

I. EM&V Considerations: Statement of evaluation needs “preparedness” (i.e., 
data collection strategies and internal performance analysis)/Anticipated 
study needs/Internal performance analysis/feed-through during program 
deployment/(p.47-48 and Appendix 3 of D.15-10-028) J. Demand Response 

  

N/A K. Residential Rate Reform N/A 

Section I pp. 
33-34 

L. Integrated Demand Side Resources   

N/A M. Zero-Emission Vehicles (EVs) N/A 

N/A N. Energy Savings Assistance (Multi-family Focused) N/A 
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Appendix C: Customer Data  
Local Government Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

Local Government Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

  

  

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Local Government

Electricity Usage (GWh) 2,557.2   64.3         10.3         0.1              2,631.8        97.2% 2.4% 0.4% 100% 40.2% 1.0% 0.2% 41.4%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 41,591    2,596       1,655       21               45,863         90.7% 5.7% 3.6% 100% 54.2% 3.4% 2.2% 59.7%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 61,483    24,763    6,205       2,450         57,383         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 32,750    447.7       19.2         -             33,217.0     99% 1.3% 0.1% 100% 43.4% 0.6% 0.0% 44.0%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 852          38             11             -             901               95% 4.2% 1.2% 100% 45.2% 2.0% 0.6% 47.7%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 38,439    11,781    1,747       -             36,867         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 2.0% 1.5% 0.7% 0.0% 2.0%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Local Government

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 254.4           2.7           0.2           0.0            257.3           98.9% 1.1% 0.1% 100% 57.7% 0.6% 0.1% 58.3%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 5,224           741          353          3                6,321           82.6% 11.7% 5.6% 100% 30.7% 4.3% 2.1% 37.1%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 48,691         3,647       703          13              40,707         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 245,278.2   (775.7)     685.9       -            245,188.4   100% -0.3% 0.3% 100% 12.1% 0.0% 0.0% 12.1%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 349               29             10             -            388               89.9% 7.5% 2.6% 100% 30.6% 2.5% 0.9% 34.1%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 703               (27)           69             -            632               

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 6.7% 3.9% 2.8% 0.0% 6.1%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Federal Government Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends  

 

Federal Government Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Federal Government

Electricity Usage (GWh) 512.1       7.5           1.2           (0.0)            520.8           98.3% 1.4% 0.2% 100% 8.1% 0.1% 0.0% 8.2%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 1,353       279          136          12               1,780           76.0% 15.7% 7.6% 99% 1.8% 0.4% 0.2% 2.3%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 378,481  26,926    8,971       (3,328)       292,572       

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 2,001       -           -           -             2,000.9        100% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 29             -           -           -             29                 100% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 68,998    -           -           -             68,998         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Federal Government

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 22.6             0.7           0.1           0.0            23.4              96.6% 3.2% 0.3% 100% 5.1% 0.2% 0.0% 5.3%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 485               118          34             1                638               76.0% 18.5% 5.3% 100% 2.8% 0.7% 0.2% 3.7%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 46,672         6,300       1,766       217           36,739         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 443,984.6   -           -           -            443,984.6   100% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 21.9% 0.0% 0.0% 21.9%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 18                 -           -           -            18                 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 24,666         -           -           -            24,666         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 3.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.8%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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State Government Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

State Government Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

   

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

State Government

Electricity Usage (GWh) 492.1       9.8           1.9           0.0              503.8           97.7% 1.9% 0.4% 100% 7.7% 0.2% 0.0% 7.9%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 12,624    517          287          3                 13,431         94.0% 3.8% 2.1% 100% 16.4% 0.7% 0.4% 17.5%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 38,981    18,955    6,674       0                 37,511         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 4,893       79.5         0.6           -             4,973.3        98% 1.6% 0.0% 100% 6.5% 0.1% 0.0% 6.6%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 44             3               1               -             48                 92% 6.3% 2.1% 100% 2.3% 0.2% 0.1% 2.5%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 111,209  26,509    600          -             103,611       

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 0.3% 0.6% 0.3% 0.0% 0.4%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

State Government

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 24.5             1.0           0.0           -            25.5              96.0% 3.9% 0.2% 100% 5.6% 0.2% 0.0% 5.8%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 733               91             34             -            858               85.4% 10.6% 4.0% 100% 4.3% 0.5% 0.2% 5.0%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 33,423         10,827    1,194       -            29,749         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 104,893.6   397.2       (6.9)          -            105,283.8   100% 0.4% 0.0% 100% 5.2% 0.0% 0.0% 5.2%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 32                 2               1               -            35                 91.4% 5.7% 2.9% 100% 2.8% 0.2% 0.1% 3.1%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 3,278           199          (7)             -            3,008           

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 4.4% 2.2% 2.9% 0.0% 4.1%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Wastewater & Treatment Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

Wastewater & Treatment Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Wastewater & Treatment

Electricity Usage (GWh) 108.8       4.0           0.4           0.0              113.2           96.1% 3.5% 0.4% 100% 1.7% 0.1% 0.0% 1.8%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 556          152          66             1                 775               71.7% 19.6% 8.5% 100% 0.7% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 195,758  26,230    6,149       14,256       146,127       

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 422          -           0.1           -             422.5           100% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 5               -           1               -             6                    83% 0.0% 16.7% 100% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 84,487    -           83             -             70,420         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 0.9% 0.0% 1.5% 0.0% 0.8%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Wastewater & Treatment

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 16.3             0.1           0.0           -            16.3              99.6% 0.3% 0.0% 100% 3.7% 0.0% 0.0% 3.7%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 63                 9               12             -            84                 75.0% 10.7% 14.3% 100% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% 0.5%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 258,382      6,116       601          -            194,528       

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 102,043.8   -           -           -            102,043.8   100% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 5.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 3                   -           -           -            3                    100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 34,015         -           -           -            34,015         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 4.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.6%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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K-12 Schools Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

K-12 Schools Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

  

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

K-12 Schools

Electricity Usage (GWh) 1,183.5   92.5         5.8           0.0              1,281.8        92.3% 7.2% 0.4% 100% 18.6% 1.5% 0.1% 20.2%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 6,655       1,767       593          12               9,027           73.7% 19.6% 6.6% 100% 8.7% 2.3% 0.8% 11.7%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 177,840  52,372    9,705       1,408         142,000       

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 15,957    1,769.4   163.6       3.4              17,893.7     89% 9.9% 0.9% 100% 21.1% 2.3% 0.2% 23.7%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 591          109          16             2                 718               82% 15.2% 2.2% 100% 31.3% 5.8% 0.8% 37.9%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 27,000    16,233    10,227    1,688         24,922         

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 8.9% 6.2% 2.7% 16.7% 8.0%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

K-12 Schools

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 33.5             4.3           0.8           0.0            38.7              86.7% 11.2% 2.1% 100% 7.6% 1.0% 0.2% 8.8%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 4,012           919          480          2                5,413           74.1% 17.0% 8.9% 100% 23.5% 5.4% 2.8% 31.8%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 8,361           4,700       1,719       45              7,147           

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 727,610.1   63,614.2 (652.4)     1.5            790,573.5   92% 8.0% -0.1% 100% 35.9% 3.1% 0.0% 39.0%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 446               94             14             1                555               80.4% 16.9% 2.5% 100% 39.2% 8.3% 1.2% 48.6%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 1,631           677          (47)           1                1,424           

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 11.1% 10.2% 2.9% 50.0% 10.3%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Higher Education Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

Higher Education Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

  

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Higher Education

Electricity Usage (GWh) 1,211.2   10.0         0.8           (0.3)            1,221.7        99.1% 0.8% 0.1% 100% 19.1% 0.2% 0.0% 19.2%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 1,421       209          82             1                 1,713           83.0% 12.2% 4.8% 100% 1.9% 0.3% 0.1% 2.2%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 852,334  48,047    9,182       (294,974)   713,174       

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 16,648    22.9         4.6           -             16,675.1     100% 0.1% 0.0% 100% 22.1% 0.0% 0.0% 22.1%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 124          7               2               -             133               93% 5.3% 1.5% 100% 6.6% 0.4% 0.1% 7.0%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 134,255  3,273       2,315       -             125,377       

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 8.7% 3.3% 2.4% 0.0% 7.8%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Higher Education

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 76.4             1.4           0.1           0.0            77.9              98.1% 1.8% 0.1% 100% 17.3% 0.3% 0.0% 17.7%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 1,167           154          68             1                1,390           84.0% 11.1% 4.9% 100% 6.8% 0.9% 0.4% 8.2%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 65,472         9,097       1,616       2,065        56,057         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 329,811.1   3,878.1   (15.3)       -            333,673.9   99% 1.2% 0.0% 100% 16.3% 0.2% 0.0% 16.5%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 86                 4               1               -            91                 94.5% 4.4% 1.1% 100% 7.6% 0.4% 0.1% 8.0%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 3,835           970          (15)           -            3,667           

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 7.4% 2.6% 1.5% 0.0% 6.5%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Other Education Details: 2015 Electric Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

 

Other Education Details: 2015 Gas Usage and Savings with 2011−2015 Trends 

   

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Other Education

Electricity Usage (GWh) 36.4         28.3         20.0         0.0              84.7              42.9% 33.4% 23.6% 100% 0.6% 0.4% 0.3% 1.3%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 183          731          3,182       66               4,162           4.4% 17.6% 76.5% 98% 0.2% 1.0% 4.1% 5.3%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (kWh per customer) 198,714  38,675    6,292       698             20,351         

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Electricity Savings (MWh) 24             110.3       114.1       19.4           267.6           9% 41.2% 42.6% 93% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 3               24             24             1                 52                 6% 46.2% 46.2% 98% 0.2% 1.3% 1.3% 2.7%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (kWh per Participant) 7,902       4,598       4,755       19,424       5,146           

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 1.6% 3.3% 0.8% 1.5% 1.2%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Percent of Sectorᶜ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ

Large Med Small Unkᵇ Total Large Med Small Totalᵈ Large Med Small Total

Other Education

Gas Usage (MM Therms) 0.6                0.9           0.4           0.0            1.9                31.2% 45.4% 23.2% 100% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.4%

Usage Trends (2011-2015)ᵉ

Customers (Number of customers) 101               387          1,817       33              2,338           4.3% 16.6% 77.7% 99% 0.6% 2.3% 10.7% 13.5%

Customer trends (2011-2015)

Average Usage (Therms per customer) 5,959           2,258       246          81              824               

Usage Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Gas Savings (Therms) 100.9           5,288.4   412.9       -            5,802.2        2% 91.1% 7.1% 100% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.3%

Savings Trends (2011-2015)

Participants (Number of Participants) 2                   23             24             -            49                 4.1% 46.9% 49.0% 100% 0.2% 2.0% 2.1% 4.3%

Participant (2011-2015)

Average Savings (Therms per Participant) 50                 230          17             -            118               

Savings Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Participation Rates (% Participants per Cust.) 2.0% 5.9% 1.3% 0.0% 2.1%

Participation Rate Trends (2011-2015)

Notes: ᵃ

ᵇ

ᶜ

ᵈ

ᵉ

Large: ≥ 500,000 KWh or ≥ 250,000 Therms

Medium: 40,000 - 500,000 KWh or 10,000 - 250,000 Therms

Small: < 40,000 KWh or < 10,000 Therms

Unknown: Insufficient data (<12 months)

'Unknown' size category included for completeness. Represents insufficient or partial-year data

Not evaluating 'Unknown' size customers due to incompleteness of this data

May not sum to 100% due to excluding 'Unknown' size category customers

Trend sparklines represent 2011 to 2015. Blue and red dots are the low and high points respectively

Customer By Sizeᵃ Percent of Segmentᶜ Percent of Sectorᶜ
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Appendix D: Local Government Partnerships (LGP) Overview 
Local Government Partnerships (LGPs) are collaborations between PG&E and local partners resulting in 
programs that serve the public sector and broader community, including small and medium business 
customers. Over the past 10 years, PG&E and local partners have established 22 LGPs covering all of 
PG&E’s service territory, including 242 cities and 48 counties. 

PG&E LGPs are built around the communities which they serve. While local governments represent a 
majority of lead local partners, many LGPs are led by local economic development groups, associations 
of governments, joint power authorities and regional non-profit organizations. These local organizations 
have missions aligned with supporting the economic, environmental and societal health of their 
communities. This roster of local partners is positioned to understand and identify customers within 
their communities and effectively partner with program implementers to overcome barriers to energy 
efficiency adoption. 

LGPs are designed to accomplish three broad goals: 
1. Work with local governments to generate energy and demand savings within their own facilities 

and in their communities;92 
2. Take actions to support the California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CEESP, or “Strategic 

Plan”) objectives, and; 
3. Provide demand-side management (DSM) outreach and implementation of programs in the 

community 

In pursuit of these goals, the LGPs have developed and sustained a portfolio of community-based energy 
efficiency programs focused on driving comprehensive energy savings locally while supporting energy 
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction goals statewide.  In addition, PG&E works with LGPs to 
use their unique role to influence change in their communities as trusted advisors and change agents. 
 
LGPs are the primary delivery channel supporting cities, counties, and other local agencies seeking 
energy savings and greenhouse gas emission reductions on the community-scale. Promoting energy 
planning at a statewide and local level is a major market driver in increasing the uptake of local 
government energy efficiency projects and extending the reach and effectiveness of PG&E’s energy 
efficiency programs.  LGPs are leveraging the role of local governments to achieve deeper energy savings 
in municipal facilities and community-wide as an integral part of other community climate action and 
sustainability programs. 
 
A major contributor to the success of PG&E LGP programs has been the diversity of customers served 
beyond local governments. In 2015, commercial Regional Direct Install programs (a downstream 
program offered exclusively through LGPs) delivered the majority of small and medium business (SMB) 
downstream energy savings for PG&E’s energy efficiency Portfolio and will continue to be a major driver 
of SMB energy savings in the future (PG&E’s SMB segment strategy is addressed in the Commercial 
chapter). 
 

                                                           
92

 In a 2008 study, The Public Policy Institute of California (PPIC) recognized that while California local governments are engaged 
in climate change issues, there are key barriers which prevent them from implementing specific programs to reduce GHG 
emissions. The barriers they listed include quality of information, local government resource constraints, and clarity in state 
law. As a solution, the PPIC encourages collaborative partnerships with surrounding regional entities to help overcome these 
barriers

92
. PG&E’s Local Government Partnerships are a prime example of such collaboration.  
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Beyond local governments, in support of Proposition 39 many LGPs are serving K-12 public schools 
through tailoring municipal energy efficiency program to better assist public schools.  And many LGPs 
are reaching moderate income residential customers through targeted direct install programs, some 
which support workforce development goals.  These diverse segment approaches reflects how LGPs 
have matured into a reliable, integrated and innovative channel for PG&E’s downstream, customer-
facing energy efficiency Portfolio.  
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Appendix E: Local Government Partnership Statewide Consistency 
Over the last 10 years, California’s four IOUs have closely collaborated with local partners to make Local 
Government Partnership (LGP) programs operate more effectively and efficiently for customers and the 
communities served. This includes making program offerings, where possible, more consistent across 
the state. There have been a number of LGP activities that have aligned statewide over the past several 
years including the statewide CA Long-term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (“Strategic Plan”) menu, the 
streamlined statewide Strategic Plan Semi-Annual Reporting template, and LGP performance 
management metrics. Other activities have aligned across multiple IOUs and are on their way to become 
consistent statewide, such as expanded direct install program offerings, and a move to regionalize 
partnerships93. 

The IOUs, however, realize that there is still much room for improvement. Over the next few years, the 
IOUs will work closely with local partners to drive toward greater consistency across the state, while 
allowing partners to retain their ability to tailor programs to their local needs. 

One opportunity for improving consistency across IOUs is in regions where multiple IOUs are 
administering a single LGP. While all IOU’s operate a model that focuses on the three pillars of municipal 
retrofits, strategic plan support, and core program coordination, each IOU offers its own set of LGP 
program guidelines resulting in some inconsistency in the delivery of energy efficiency resources within 
a given county or region. Moving forward, IOUs would adopt consistent program approaches within 
these multi-IOU partnerships. For example, the IOUs are exploring adopting SCE’s Energy Leader tiered 
incentive model and are also considering adopting PG&E’s direct install model for LGPs. In addition to 
aligning programs, IOUs are considering other strategies to improve the consistency of LGP 
administration across multi-IOU LGPs, such as developing consistent reporting requirements, offering 
similar contract terms and duration, and establishing a lead IOU for each LGP to coordinate joint-
program activities within a region. 

The IOUs are also working on aligning statewide across Strategic Plan activities. Currently, there is a 
statewide menu for Strategic Plan Activities as well as a statewide template for Strategic Plan Semi-
Annual Reporting. Going forward, the IOUs will look to SCE’s new Strategic Plan model for opportunities 
to be more consistent statewide. 

Supporting local governments’ access to non-EE funding sources provides another opportunity for 
statewide consistency. The IOUs would work with the Statewide Best Practices Coordinator or another 
third party entity to identify and promote alternative funding sources (both internal and external to 
IOUs). These sources could be used to strengthen and supplement the work that local governments are 
already pursuing (e.g., providing broader GHG reduction funding). Funding opportunities could be 
documented and managed in a database that will be made available to all local governments statewide. 
In addition, IOUs will explore leveraging LGP resources such as the SEEC Forum and All Partner meetings 
to provide information and support for alternative funding opportunities, such as Cap and Trade 
Funding, CEC Grants, and Federal Grants. 

As Core programs ordered to statewide implementation continue to transition, IOUs anticipate that 
LGPs will benefit from these changes as partnerships actively leverage these Core programs statewide, 
such as Commercial HVAC, Savings by Design, Primary Lighting, and Emerging Technology. 

In support of continuous improvement of statewide consistency, the IOUs will utilize the CAEECC Public 
Sector Sub-committee on an on-going basis to discuss opportunities to improve program administration, 

                                                           
93

  Partnership regionalization does not apply to SDG&E. 
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share best practices, and provide a venue to determine whether a given solution should be adopted 
across the state. Other future opportunities for greater statewide consistency include contracting, Core 
program coordination, and transitioning partnerships to an IDSM focus. 

The ultimate goal of energy efficiency market transformation programs is to drive the market to a point 
where the adoption of all cost-effective energy efficiency is a standard practice. To that end, over the 
coming years the IOUs will work closely with key stakeholders to evolve the existing partnership model 
to more effectively transform local governments to become self-sustaining leaders of energy efficiency. 
Some potential ideas may include adopting energy efficiency revolving funds, encouraging a self-funding 
model for energy managers, and leveraging other sources of funding. These are just a few of the 
potential options that would be considered by IOUs and stakeholders throughout the state. 


